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Nomenclature
D inlet gate diameter
H  half gap width
K  permeability
Krr permeability in radial direction
L gap width
p, P pressure
Q volume flow rate
r, R  radial location
FT radial location of the fluid front
t time
w width of flow perpendicular to flow direction
U, V velocity components
X coordinate in flow direction
X linear location of the fluid front
</> preform volume fraction
/ I  viscosity
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Abstract
The effects of flow rate and post-fill cure pressure, I.e., packing pressure, 
on the mechanical properties of resin transfer molded disks are experimentally 
investigated. Disks are molded at different flow rates and packing pressures in 
order to observe the effects of these parameters on the mechanical properties 
and void content of the final parts. Increased injection rate is found to reduce 
both the strength and stiffness of the molded parts due to the formation of more 
voids behind the faster moving fluid front. At higher packing pressures, fewer 
voids and improved strength and stiffness are observed. Mechanical properties 
are correlated with the total void fraction for disks molded at different packing 
pressures. A decrease in both tensile strength and elastic modulus is observed 
with increasing void fraction. Doubling the void volume fraction from 0.35% to 
0.72% results in about 15% decrease in strength and stiffness.
An experimental study is performed to characterize the effect of the 
thickness of random preforms on injection pressure and mechanical properties of 
RTM parts. Center-gated, disk-shaped parts are molded using two different 
chopped strand, glass fiber preforms. Both preforms have random 
microstructure but different planar densities (i.e., different uncompressed layer 
thicknesses). Tensile strength, short-beam shear strength, and elastic modulus 
are measured for parts molded with each preform type at three different volume 
fractions of 9.8, 21.2, and 33.1%. Although mechanical properties are found to 
increase linearly with volume fraction, significant difference is not observed 
between disks containing thick and thin mats at equivalent fiber volume fractions.
xvni
However, at the same fiber content, parts molded with thin mats require 
significantly lower injection pressures compared to parts containing thick mats.
The final phase of the presented research goes beyond traditional RTM. 
An enhancement to the molding process is presented which is expected to yield 
substantial reduction in molding pressure. Small flow channels are machined in 
mold walls, resulting in low resistance flow paths for resin flow during 
Impregnation. Experiments are performed to evaluate the effects of channels on 
molding process. Disk-shaped parts are fabricated via RTM utilizing molds 
modified with either 1 or 2 flow channels on the top mold wall. Channel length Is 
varied to 33%, 50%, 67%, and 100% of the mold cavity to further characterize 
the process. Molded parts are visually observed for void content and dry spots 
to verify that pressure reduction does not occur at the expense of overall part 
quality. Transient pressure measurements are compared for each configuration.
Channels are observed to significantly alter the flow pattern, by allowing 
the fluid front to reach the mold edge early In the filling process for longer 
channel lengths. Ray tracing effect Is observed In these cases, as the fluid Is 
observed to quickly move along the mold edge, eventually trapping air and 
resulting In dry areas and areas of high macrovoid concentration. However, at 
shorter channel lengths, defect-free parts are realized. A channel length of 67%  
Is found to yield good parts for 2-Channel molds, and a channel length of 50%  
results in good parts for 1-Channel molds. Best case of 77% pressure reduction 
for a 2-Channel mold and 57% for 1-Channel mold are observed, thus channels 
are shown to be effect enhancement to RTM process for reduction of pressure.
1 Introduction
1.1 Resin Transfer Molding
Resin transfer molding (RTM) is frequently used to fabricate medium to 
large, geometrically complex, high performance composite parts in a cost- 
effective manner. In this process, a fibrous reinforcing preform is placed in the 
mold cavity and subsequently impregnated by a relatively low viscosity 
thermosetting resin. The polymeric resin cures in the cavity, typically within 
several hours, after which the solid part is demolded. Depending on the shape 
complexity, size, and performance requirements, a wide variety of resins and 
preform types can be used. Compared to other molding operations that use 
higher viscosity thermoplastics, the complete RTM process can be accomplished 
with much simpler, lighter, and less expensive tooling and molding equipment. 
Resin transfer molding has become increasingly popular because it offers 
improved properties at a lower cost. Overall cost reduction is primarily due to 
increased production rates as a result of automation, low capital cost, and low 
scrap rate.
1.2 Importance of Process Parameters in Resin Transfer Molding
Several process parameters are important to the properties and quality of 
R TM  parts. Process param eters influence phenom ena during molding such as 
wetting, air entrapment, and thermal gradients. Poor wetting and air entrapment 
during molding lead to voids that degrade mechanical properties and surface 
finish in the final part, while thermal gradients can cause the part to deform or
buckle as It cures. Parameters such as Injection rate, gate and vent locations, 
packing pressure, and preform microstructure are commonly known to contribute 
to void formation. Quantitative details about how individual process parameters 
lead to void formation, and the resulting change in mechanical performance are 
vital to the understanding and design of effective resin transfer molding 
processes.
The mechanical performance of resin transfer molded parts is shown to 
depend on the fiber volume fraction [1,2], microstructure of the preform [3-5], 
void content [6], and impregnation parameters [7]. In most cases, mechanical 
properties of composite parts can be improved by increasing fiber volume 
fraction. Higher fiber volume fractions, however, require increased injection 
pressure, which may significantly affect the properties of the final part. Patel et 
al. [8] molded composite parts containing E-glass fibers at constant injection 
pressure. They observed that doubling the injection pressure results in an 11% 
decrease in tensile strength of parts. Similarly, significant variation of the 
mechanical performance of RTM composites has been observed by Lee and 
Wei [9] for composites molded at different injection pressures. Lee and Wei [9] 
reported as much as a 38% decrease in the flexural strength at same fiber 
volume fraction due to a 25% increase in the injection pressure. Both references 
suggested that increased injection pressure causes higher flow velocities during 
molding, leading to more air entrapment at the fluid front and thus increased void 
formation.
Injection pressure is also influenced by cavity thickness, preform 
microstructure, and lay up sequence. Brickerton et al. [10,11] reported that even 
a small variation in mold cavity thickness has a drastic impact on the injection 
pressure. A decrease in local mold thickness leads to higher local fiber volume 
fraction, lower preform permeability, and thus, increased molding pressure. 
Mogavero and Advani [12] investigated the effects of varying the multilayer 
preform architecture on resin flow. Their results showed that varying the lay up 
order for a fixed number of layers did not result in significant differences in the 
process. Pearce et al. [13] showed that, using the same fiber type, surface 
treatment, and fiber volume fraction, permeabilities differed based on fiber 
weave. A 5 harness satin weave was found to have the lowest permeability and 
yielded parts with the highest interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) compared to 5 
harness satin Injectex and 2x2 twill weave. The 2x2 twill weave had the highest 
permeability and lowest ILSS. Adams and Rebenfeld [14] showed that the flow 
characteristics are very sensitive to preform microstructure. The effect of having 
multilayer fabric assemblies on the permeability was investigated by using two 
isotropic fabrics. It was found that the presence of a single high permeability 
layer among other layers considerably increased the permeability. In addition, 
the lay up sequence of multilayer fabrics was observed to be important for the 
average permeability.
1.3 Permeability of the Fibrous Preform in Resin Transfer Molding
in most theoretical models developed for RTM, the required injection 
pressure is governed by the preform permeability. The commonly used Darcy’s 
law [15] characterizes the permeability as the ratio between the superficial 
velocity and the pressure drop in the porous media. Several models have been 
proposed to estimate the value of the permeability for various porous media. 
Capillary models such as those proposed by Carman [16] and Gutowsky et al. 
[17] use the fiber radius and porosity to predict the permeability, but several 
discrepancies with experimental data have been reported [17-21]. Theoretical 
models have also been developed for different idealized media structures [18- 
21]. Most models may not provide accurate prediction of permeabilities since 
fibrous mats used in RTM are often more complex than the idealized unit cell 
patterns used in theoretical derivations. Thus due to the lack of adequate 
predictive models, permeability of RTM performs is usually determined 
experimentally.
A number of permeability measurement methods have been developed; 
however, there is no standardized measurement technique for RTM applications. 
Trevino et al. [22] and Young et al. [23] determined unidirectional permeability 
using two pressure transducers at the inlet and the exit in conjunction with an 
equation based on Darcy’s law applied to their flow geometry. Calhoun et al. 
[24] presented a technique based on placing several pressure transducers at 
various locations inside the mold. Adams and Rebenfeld [25-27] developed a 
technique that quantified the planar permeability using the position and shape of
the advancing resin front as a function of time. A transparent mold was used to 
enable the monitoring of the advancing front. Other techniques based also on 
the observation of the moving resin front are common in the literature 
[10,11,17,25-31]. However, transparent mold walls may not have enough 
strength to avoid deflection, which has been shown to perturb the measured 
permeability values [10,11,22,23]. In addition, the use of a camera or multiple 
transducers placed on the mold walls may not be practical for many RTM 
applications.
1.4 Importance of Void Content in Resin Transfer Molding
One of the main effects of varying the process parameters in RTM is 
changing void occurrence and characteristics in the molded parts. Microvoids 
are common defects formed in the liquid molding of composite materials due to 
the flow dynamics and the interactions between the resin and the fiber surfaces 
inside the mold cavity, and are the major contributor to mechanical degradation 
of RTM parts. Voids occur at different length scales, such as the fiber, tow, and 
part scales, with different factors contributing to the formation of voids at each 
scale. A composite part having a high void content usually exhibits low structural 
integrity, in terms of tensile strength and interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) 
[6,32,33]: as well as an increased propensity to absorb moisture from the 
environment [34]. Crack propagation and failure mechanisms have also been 
shown to correlate, not only with void content, but also with the void size and 
shape distribution along the composite [35,36].
Variation in mechanical properties between two parts molded with 
identical processing parameters, or between specimens obtained from different 
locations in the same part, may be attributed to porosity concentration in specific 
regions within the composite. One-dimensionai numerical models have been 
used to predict the formation of voids resulting from flow disruption due to local 
permeability variations [37,38]. Many researchers have studied various fill 
parameters, the level of voids formed, and methods to minimize void content. 
The effects of mat architecture and liquid properties [39], vibrating mold walls, 
and mold surface treatments [40] have been presented. Ikegawa et al. proposed 
a technique to modify the R IM  process, in which mold walls are compressed 
during filling, resulting in fewer voids [41].
Various studies have shown that pressure applied at different locations 
and times during filling significantly affects void formation. For example, vacuum 
assistance has been investigated as a method to decrease overall void content 
in molded parts. Chang and Hourng developed a model predicting that vacuum 
assistance would cause voids formed in the transverse impregnation of 
unidirectional fibers to shrink and disappear [42]; while Lundstrom and Gebart 
actually observed a decrease in measured void content in composites molded 
with vacuum assistance, with very few voids observed at the highest vacuum 
levels [43]. Similarly, the effects of injection pressure and injection rate or local 
velocity have been observed by both Patel and Lee [52], and Lee and Wei [44]. 
Patel and Lee [52] used flow visualization to investigate flow patterns for several 
fiber mat architectures at different injection rates, while Lee and Wei [44]
investigated the effect of these variables on void formation in a radially 
expanding flow. However the importance of post-fill cure pressure has not been 
studied in detail, even though cure pressure is known to have a significant effect 
on void content [43]. In the present study, packing pressure is found to have a 
more significant effect on the mechanical properties compared with the injection 
rate for the parts molded.
Glass preforms typically used in RTM contain fibers of 10 to 20-pm in 
diameter, so voids with dimensions approximately 10 to 100 microns are 
expected to form. Assuming a true randomness in the composite structure when 
selecting a particular cross-section, the void area fraction in the cross-section is 
equivalent to the void volume fraction inside the part [45]. With this concept 
borrowed from stereology, Ghiorse [46] demonstrated that, dependent on the 
resolution of the system, image analysis is among the most accurate methods 
for assessing the true void content. Usually, the choice of the image resolution is 
a trade off between the demand for high resolution to detect voids of all sizes 
and the demand for coverage of a large area to minimize the number of 
micrographs necessary to cover the entire cross section [43].
1.5 Mechanical Characterization of Resin Transfer Molded Parts
A number of mechanical testing methods are utilized in literature to 
measure the performance of RTM parts fabricated using varied process 
parameters. Callus et al. examined molded parts containing several fiber weave 
architectures, each consisting of 60% glass fibers, that had been impregnated by
Derakane 411 -c50 vinyl ester resin [47]. Parts were tensile tested in both the 
warp and weft directions. Three distinct regions were observed in the stress- 
strain curves-an elastic regime, a hardening phase, and a softening phase. 
Mechanical testing was complimented by optical microscopy, in which they 
observed resin between tows failing at low strains, although this did not reduce 
the elastic modulus. De Oliveira Simôes and Marques obtained the stiffness 
properties of glass and hybrid carbon-glass fiber reinforced epoxy resin [48]. 
Stiffness properties were determined from the axial and circumferential strains 
recorded during internal water pressure tests of tubular specimens. Hillermeier 
and Seferis investigated a method of improving the toughness of RTM parts by 
manufacturing interlayered RTM composite structures [49]. Several tests were 
performed on the molded parts to detect improved toughness by dynamic 
mechanical analysis (DMA), double cantilever beam (DCB) method for mode I 
interlaminar fracture toughness, and an end notch flexture (ENF) test to measure 
mode II interlaminar fracture toughness. Margueres et al. compared ultrasonic 
testing to several stiffness and damage measurement techniques, including 
tension, torsion, impact, fatigue, post-impact fatigue [50]. For undamaged 
samples all of the methods were shown to be adequate. Their results also 
showed the capability of non-destructive methods in qualitatively and 
quantitatively describing the behavior of a damaged material. Most of the 
studies on mechanical characterization of RTM parts focus on the effect of the 
reinforcement type and properties such as the weave pattern. Studies
attempting to correlate mechanical properties with the process parameters such 
as injection rate and packing pressure are limited.
1.6 Pressure Reduction in Resin Transfer Molding
Lowering injection pressure could considerably reduce the cost of the 
resin transfer molding process, by allowing the use of less expensive molds and 
injection equipment. However, lower injection pressures often result in slower 
fills and longer cycle times. Higher void content and bigger voids are also 
observed when injection pressure is considerably reduced [51,52]. At 
significantly slower injection rates, void entrapment in the interstices of the 
preform tows is observed to increase exponentially with decreasing fluid front 
velocity. On the other hand, at high injection speeds cited earlier [8,9,52], inter­
tow void entrapment within fiber bundles increases at a slower rate with 
increasing fluid front velocity. Thus, there are tradeoffs associated with the 
selection of optimum process parameters for a composite part. Although a priori 
selection of optimum process parameters is desirable, in practice they are most 
often determined empirically after several production trials.
A number of modifications have been made to the overall resin transfer 
molding process aimed at reducing molding pressure and cost of the process. 
The simplest of these modifications leverage the process parameters 
fundamental to RTM. For example, Han et al. worked on theoretically optimized 
vent and gate locations aimed at minimizing fill times and avoiding dry spots [53]. 
Adams and Rebenfeld [14] showed that molding pressure could be reduced
using a single layer of high permeability preform, which lowered the overall 
average permeability. Johnson and Pitchumani investigate local induction 
heating of the mold cavity during filling to reduce the viscosity of the filling fluid, 
allowing a degree of control over the process by allowing the heated areas to 
flow more easily [54].
Several processes have been developed which go beyond simple 
manipulation of process parameters and modify the fundamental mechanics of 
RTM. For example, vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM), 
sometimes referred to as vacuum assisted resin injection (VARI), is an 
enhancement to RTM that utilizes a vacuum applied during molding. In this 
process, a vacuum is applied, typically at the exit vents, to draw resin through the 
preform and help hold the mold closed during processing [54]. Presence of 
vacuum in the cavity not only reduces required molding pressure, but has the 
added advantage of reducing void formation during filling [42,43]. VARTM has a 
relatively low volume of parts produced each year.
Reaction injection molding (RIM), and the similar structural reaction 
injection molding (SRIM), represent another process in which the fundamentai 
mechanics of RTM are varied to improve molding characteristics. RIM and SRIM  
differ from each other only in that structural reaction molding is performed at a 
larger scale. Reaction injection molding involves the high-speed mixing of two or 
more reactive chemicals, typically a resin and curing agent, prior to injecting 
them into the mold. The mixture flows into the mold at a relatively low 
temperature, pressure and viscosity. Curing occurs in the mold, at a relatively
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low temperature and pressure. The mixture of reactive chemicals in RIM is 
usually less viscous than the thermosetting resins utilized in traditional RTM, thus 
injection pressure is reduced and cost savings are realized.
In thermal expansion resin transfer molding (TERTM), elements of 
compression molding are added to the RTM process. In TERTM, a rigid 
thermoelastic foam core is initially formed via direct molding or compression 
molding. This core is wrapped with a dry fabric reinforcement and placed into 
the RTM mold cavity. After the mold is filled with the matrix resin, the cavity is 
heated, causing the foam core to expand, creating a compression molding type 
effect. RTCM, resin transfer compression molding, bring RTM even closer to 
compression molding utilizing one or more mold walls which can compress the 
part. Several families of RTCM processes are identified and investigated in 
literature, depending on if the injected fluid is at constant flow or pressure, if the 
mold cavity compresses during or after filling, and if a vent is opened during 
compression to allow resin to exit the cavity [55,56].
An interesting process was developed in the late 80s  by Seemann's 
Composites, which is a hybrid of RTM, VARTM, and the vacuum bagging used in 
curing of pre-impregnated composites [53]. The Seemann Composites resin 
infusion molding process (SCRIMP™) utilizes a one-sided mold cavity. The 
preform is laid on a single mold wall, and covered with a vacuum bag that is 
sealed at the mold edges. Vacuum assisted injection is usually achieved 
through the use of a high-permeability surface layer that quickly impregnates, 
followed by through-the-thickness flow. This process allows for low pressure
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injection, high voume fraction, low void content, low scrap rates, and the ability to 
manufacture very large components, such as boat hulls and structural 
components.
1.7 Scope of the Presented Research
In the context of the literature covering resin transfer molding, the present 
work attempts to further characterize and improve the process. A laboratory- 
based molding setup is constructed to allow controlled fabrication of resin 
transfer molded parts. The setup allows for a number of variations in the 
molding process to be controlled and studied, such as injection rate, part 
thickness, and fiber volume fraction. Specific details covering the molding setup 
are presented in Chapter 2. Molded parts are utilized to perform an experimental 
study of RTM. Molding setup also allows for flow simulation experiments in order 
to collect data during filling of RTM parts. In Chapter 3, a study is presented 
covering the effect of flow rate and an applied post cure packing pressure on the 
molded parts. Applied post cure packing pressure is anticipated to be a method 
that can be used to improve properties of the final part by reducing voids. 
Mechanical properties, determined by tensile testing specimens cut from the 
molded parts, and void content are characterized for each flow rate and packing 
pressure.
Chapter 4 covers effects of preform thickness on mechanical properties 
and fill pressure in RTM. A short beam shear test is added to the mechanical 
tests for parts examined in this chapter in order to capture variations in shear
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properties that might be introduced when the number of mat interfaces is varied. 
A method of measuring permeability using a single pressure transducer 
upstream of the mold cavity is presented to measure the differences in 
permeability that govern changes in injection pressure. Results show that similar 
mechanical properties can be obtained at same volume fraction by varying 
preform thickness, while reducing molding pressure.
Finally, an extension to the resin transfer molding process is presented in 
Chapter 5. Small flow channels devoid of fibrous preform are shown to 
significantly reduce molding pressure. These flow channels are recommended 
as advancement to the process, due to the reduction in molding pressure, with a 
caveat: part quality is a concern. Flow channels significantly alter the
progression of resin through the mold, leading to weld lines and dry spots in 
many cases. A number of parts are molded using different channel 
configurations. Comparisons made in observed part quality and pressure 
reduction show that with care, appropriate configuration can be selected to 
obtain quality parts and still achieve lower pressures.
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2 Experimental Setup
2.1 Molding Apparatus Used to Fabricate RTM Parts
An experimental molding setup is constructed to fabricate resin transfer 
molded disks. This setup is used exactly as described here for the study 
presented in Chapter 3. Studies presented in Chapters 4 and 5 utilize 
modifications to the basic molding setup which are described in those chapters. 
The basic setup, depicted in Figure 2.1, is composed of a molding press that 
injects a polymeric resin at either a specified flow rate or pressure, and a 
modular disk-shaped mold cavity. The molding press contains two hollow 
cylinders, which are for resin and curing agent respectively. Plungers attached to 
the top plate of the press displace the resin and curing agent in the cylinders by 
equal distances when the top plate is moved. The flow from the two cylinders 
merges, then passes through a Statomix brand motionless inline mixer 
(Technical Resin Packaging, Inc.) which facilitates thorough mixing of the two 
components. The Statomax mixer is depicted in Figure 2.2 (top). The outer 
body of the mixer is a 155 mm long, polypropylene tube (ID= 5 mm, 0D =  8). 
Inside the tube, mixing is performed by 32 alternating helical segments, visible in 
Figure 2.2. The mixture is then injected into the center of the disk-shaped cavity. 
The entire press is mounted in a materials testing system (MTS) machine, which 
provides the force necessary to inject the mixed resin. The MTS machine is 
computer-controlled, and is run with either constant linear velocity, resulting in 
constant volume flow rate, or at constant force for a fixed inlet pressure.
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The mold cavity, depicted in Figure 2.3, is constructed by placing an 
aluminum spacer plate having a thickness of 3.18 mm (0.125 in.) between two 
6.35 mm (0.25 in.) thick aluminum mold walls. Alternatively, 25.4 mm (1.0 in.) 
thick plexiglass mold walls are used for flow visualization experiments. 
Photographs of three aluminum mold cavity components are contained in Figure 
2.4. A 15.24 cm (6.0 in.) diameter circle is cut from the center of the spacer 
plate to form the disk-shaped cavity, visible in Figure 2.4 (center). After filling, 
holding a packing pressure on the mold has been demonstrated to produce 
higher quality parts [43,57]. This phenomenon is the focus of one part of the 
study presented in Chapter 3. In order to maintain pressure in the cavity, a 4 
mm wide o-ring groove is machined into each mold wall to form a pressure-tight 
seal. An inlet gate, positioned at the center of the disk-shaped cavity, is drilled 
and tapped for a polypropylene hose fitting (ID=6.2mm) on the top mold wall. 
Four vents are also drilled in the top mold wall and tapped for hose fittings 
(ID=1.6 mm). Vents are positioned evenly around the cavity at a radius of 8.89 
cm (3.5 in). The top mold wall is shown on the left in Figure 2.4. In the 
photograph, the o-ring is in place, and tapped holes for inlet and exit gates are 
visible. The two perpendicular grooves passing through the inlet in this image 
are flow channels which are described in Chapter 5. O-ring is also shown on the 
bottom mold wall in Figure 2.4 (right).
Two different chopped-strand glass fiber mats having different planar 
densities i.e., 0.228 kg/m^ (0.75 oz/ft^, Fiberglast part #248), and 0.459 kg/m^ 
(1.5 oz/ft^, Fiberglast part #250) are used in this study. Preforms are cut into
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15.24 cm (6.0 in.) diameter circles and layered in the mold cavity to achieve 
desired fiber volume fraction prior to filling. One of the dense mats cut into a
15.24 cm circle is visible on the right in Figure 2.2. Mats have a randomly 
distributed, in-plane fiber orientation.
An epoxy resin, EPON 815C, manufactured by Shell Chemicals, is 
selected for the molding experiments. Attractive properties of this resin include 
its low viscosity, which facilitates moderate injection pressures, and its low 
toxicity. The desired gel time of about 20 minutes is achieved by selecting 
EPICURE 3282 (Shell Chemicals) as the curing agent. Flow rate for each 
cylinder is proportional to flow area, thus the internal diameters of the two 
stainless steel cylinders are machined to 55.47 mm (2.18 in.) and 25.53 mm 
(1.00 in.) in order to achieve the appropriate mix ratio, 4.7 to 1 by volume, of 
resin to curing agent. The cylinders contain enough resin and curing agent to 
mold six of the disks during a single stroke. Thus, six disks are molded in each 
session utilizing multiple mold assemblies.
The parts are molded at constant flow rates, with typical fill times ranging 
between 20 and 900 seconds. Constant flow rate is achieved by setting the MTS 
to the appropriate constant displacement rate. After filling, the mold is left 
attached to the press, the vents closed, and the selected packing pressure is 
applied for 300 seconds. The inlet hose is then clamped to maintain the 
pressure, and the part cures in the mold for 24 hours before demolding. The 
part is then cured for a minimum of 24 hours more before the specimens are 
machined and polished, and for at least one week before testing, to ensure
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complete post curing. The entire process is performed at room temperature. A 
representative figure depicting the increase in molding force for a 300 second 
mold filling is given in Figure 2.5. A representative inlet pressure is obtained by 
dividing the molding force, measured by the MTS during filling, by the cross 
sectional area of the two plungers (29.3 cm^). After an initial rise, the injection 
force increases gradually for the first 300 seconds during the mold filling at 
constant flow rate. Between 300 and 350 seconds, the force increases more 
substantially, as the mold is nearly full, and resin is forced, still at constant 
injection rate, between the spacer plate and mold wall into all exit vents. After 
the mold is completely filled, one of four packing pressures (shown in Figure 2.5) 
is selected. The MTS is switched to a constant force control mode, and the force 
corresponding to the desired pressure is applied for 300 seconds. Figure 2.5 
shows all four packing pressures for comparative purposes, however only one of 
these pressures is selected and applied for each mold filling operation.
2.2 Tensile Testing of Molded Composites
Each molded disk is cut into five 11.43x1.27x0.318 cm (4.50x0.50x0.125 
in.) rectangular tensile test specimens in accordance with ASTM D3039/D3039M  
standards [58]. Figure 2.6 depicts the relative spatial positions of the five 
specimens within the molded disk. A photograph of a disk that has been cut into 
the five specimens can be seen in Figure 2.2(left). Angular position of the 
specimen array within each disk is arbitrary due to the random planar fiber 
orientation. Each disk yields one specimen in the center of the disk, with the
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inlet passing through the center of the specimen at position 3. Two specimens 
at position 2 are located symmetrically on either side of the center specimen, 
and two specimens at position 1 are near the edge of the disk as shown in 
Figure 2.6. An aluminum cutting template is used to hold the disk in place on a 
vertical milling machine so specimens can be cut to the best tolerances possible. 
Each cut specimen is slightly polished with sandpaper to remove edge defects 
that might result in premature mechanical failure. A micrometer is used to 
measure the thickness and width at five locations on each specimen. Variations 
in the injection pressure and difference in the o-ring compression during molding 
result in a thickness variation up to 0.1 cm (0.039 ih.) among specimens. 
Average measured thickness of all specimens used for the study presented in 
Chapter 3 is 0.34 cm (0.134 in.), with a standard deviation of 0.013 cm (0.005 
in.). Average measured thickness for specimens used for the study presented in 
Chapter 4 is 0.434 cm (0.171 in.), with a standard deviation of 0.046 cm (0.018 
in.).
Specimens at position 1 and 2 are tested under tension using the MTS 
machine at room temperature. A specimen mounted in the MTS machine is 
displayed in Figure 2.7. Position 3 contains a large surface defect at the inlet 
where the cured resin column contained in the inlet has been broken off during 
demolding, thus these specimens typically fail early and are not used. The 
testing force is increased linearly from 0 to 8.90 kN (0-2000 lbs) over 120 
seconds; depending on fiber content, specimens typically fail at lower forces 
between 2.7 and 8.0 kN (600-1800 lbs). Strain is measured directly using an
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extensometer, visible in Figure 2.7, attached over a 2.54 cm (1.00 in.) span at 
the center of the specimen during testing. The stress is calculated by dividing 
the force by the average cross sectional area, and stress-strain curves are 
generated for each specimen. Two representative stress-strain curves for 
position 1 specimens molded using different packing pressures studied in 
Chapter 3 are depicted in Figure 2.8. Stress-strain curves have no distinct yield 
point, and exhibit nearly linear behavior until failure. From the tensile data, 
maximum stress is obtained for each specimen, and the elastic modulus is 
calculated over the linear region between 1000 and 3000 microstrain, as 
specified by ASTM D3039/D3039M [58].
2.3 Three-Point Bending Test of Molded Composites
Additional mechanical characterization of the parts is obtained by 
performing a three-point bending test in order to determine the short-beam shear 
strength. Short-beam shear strength can be a good indicator of matrix-fiber 
adhesion and interlaminar shear strength. Testing is performed in accordance 
with the ASTM D2344/D2344M standard for short-beam strength of high- 
modulus fiber-reinforced composite materials [59]. One specimen from position 
1 in each disk is utilized for three-point bending test. Three-point bending 
specimens are cut into three 38.1 mm (1.5 in.) segments. The center segment, 
which is symmetric about a diameter of the disk, is used for testing. An 
adjustable three-point bend fixture, (MTS Series #642) is mounted on the MTS 
machine. The specimen is placed on two 3.175 mm (0.125 in.) diameter bottom
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rollers, adjusted to a center-to-center span of 25.4 mm (1 in.). A third roller, 6.35 
mm (0.25 in.) in diameter, exerts force on the specimen center from above, 
moving down at a constant linear displacement of 1.27 mm/min. (0.05 in./min.). 
After failure, specimens are examined visually to ensure the failure mechanism is 
by shear, indicated for these particular specimens by a cloudy white failure band 
visible through the thickness.
2.4 Microscopic Analysis to Quantify Void Content
Microscopic analysis performed on specimens cut from position 3 in each 
kind of molded part is used to assess the void volume fraction, as well as other 
important parameters such as void size, shape, and roundness. Voids with 
different characteristics are likely to originate from different sources during filling, 
and will contribute to mechanical properties and failure mechanisms differently. 
For example void size directly affects void mobility and thus, void distribution. 
Void shape affects mechanical properties, with irregular voids being more likely 
to induce early crack formation. Cross sections of each specimen are 
embedded using a commercial resin (Embed 812-DER 736), and then machined 
to have a flat base surface for further polishing. A series of silicon carbide 
pastes of different grit sizes ranging from 240 to 1200 insured a smooth finish. 
Finish with aluminum powder was not necessary to obtain good surfaces for the 
composite used in this study, however specimens are cleaned to remove paste 
residue. Once polished, the cross sections are analyzed and pictures of 
individual voids taken at lOOx with an optical microscope (Nikon OPTIPHOT-2)
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and attached CCD camera (Hammatsu C2400). Individually captured pictures 
are processed with the aid of an image analysis software (Optimas v4.1), which 
has features such as area morphometry that enable not only void area 
measurement, but also the classification of the voids according to their size and 
shape (i.e., circularity, j= perimeter^/area). Assuming a linear equivalence, the 
volumetric void content was simply taken as the percentage ratio of the total 
cross sectional void area divided by the cross sectional area of the entire 
sample.
Voids are classified into three categories based on their circularity values; 
circular, ellipsoidal/irregular, and very irregular. A circularity of 12.58 is used for 
circular voids, while values greater than 20 were assigned to highly irregular 
voids. Intermediate values represent ellipsoidal to irregular geometries. The 
longest axis is used as the sole indicator to account for void size. 
Representative images obtained from the microscopic analysis are depicted in 
Figure 2.9. Figure 2.9a depicts the matrix containing fibers perpendicular to the 
cross section, seen as small circular dots in the figure. Elliptical white objects 
observed in the figure are fibers oriented nearly parallel to the cross section. 
Fibers with similar orientations are observed in close proximity to one another in 
the image. These are fiber tows containing groups of simiiariy-aligned fibers 
bundled together within the random mats.
A large circular void, with a diameter of approximately 100 pm, about 10 
times the fiber diameter, and a smaller irregular void are visible in Figure 2.9b. 
These voids are representative of those found at 0 packing pressure. At slightly
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higher packing pressure, 228 kPa, fewer large circular voids are found. Most 
voids are smaller and slightly Irregular, such as the one depicted In Figure 2.9c. 
At higher packing pressures, voids are Irregular and trapped In fiber tows (Figure 
2.9d).
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Figure 2.1 Experimental setup used to fabricate resin transfer molded disks
Figure 2.2 Photograph of a molded disk cut into five tensile test specimens (left), chopped strand glass fiber mat
(right), and Statomix inline mixer (top)
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Figure 2.3 Top view of the disk-shaped mold cavity used to fabricate resin transfer molded disks (left) and exploded 
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Figure 2.4 Photograph of the mold cavity components. Top mold wall with two flow channels (left), spacer plate
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Figure 2.5 Representative injection force during mold filling showing four different packing pressures after filling is 
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Figure 2.9 Representative microscopic images obtained from specimen cross-sections at 10Ox magnifications, a: 
Example of fibers perpendicular to and parallel to cross section; b: Large, circular void at 0 kPa packing pressure; 
c: Smaller, circular void at 228 kPa; d: Irregular in-tow void at 683 kPa
3 Effect of Injection Rate and Post-Fill Cure Pressure on 
Mechanical Properties and Void Content of Resin Transfer 
Molded Disks
3.1 Introduction
Two of the most readily controlled process variables in resin transfer 
molding are injection pressure (or comparably, injection flow rate), and post fill 
cure pressure. Injection rate has been shown to affect void content with 
increases in void content at very low injection pressures [51,52] and at very high 
injection rates [8,9,52]. It is known that curing pressure affects void content [43], 
and preliminary results show that an applied post-fill cure pressure reduces void 
content. A corresponding increase in mechanical properties is expected. Figure
3.1 shows two parts which have just been filled. For the part on the left in this 
figure, a packing pressure of 683 kPa (99 psi) is being applied; the part on the 
right has a packing pressure of 0 kPa. The part with the higher packing pressure 
is noticeably clearer due to lower void content. Voids refract light passing 
through the part causing this cloudy appearance, thus part transparency 
represents a good qualitative assessment of void content.
In the current study, center-gated disk-shaped parts are fabricated at four 
different injection rates and four different packing pressures in order to determine 
the effects of these process parameters on the void content and mechanical 
properties in RTM. Mechanical testing data and characterization of voids with an 
optical microscope are used to determine the interrelation between void content
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and mechanical properties. This dependence could be utilized to develop 
predictive models for molding processes or used in controlling the molding to 
fabricate parts with better properties.
3.2 Effect of Injection Rate on Properties of Resin Transfer Molded 
Disks
Initially, the disks are molded at different flow rates in order to ascertain 
the effect of this parameter on mechanical properties. Four different constant 
injection rates of 0.067, 0.2, 0.6, and 1.0 cm^/s, representing more than an order 
of magnitude change in this parameter, are used. These injection rates result in 
fill times of 300, 100, 33 and 20 seconds respectively. The 20 and 33 second fill 
times are consistent with fill times observed in industrial molding of small to 
medium sized RTM parts. The slower fill times are expected to yield better 
overall part quality as fewer voids will be entrapped by a slower moving fluid 
front.
Chopped-strand glass mats (1.5 oz/ft^, Fiberglast part #250) cut into 15.24 
cm (6.0 in.) diameter circles are layered in the mold cavity prior to filling to 
reinforce the resin transfer molded parts. The mats have a randomly distributed, 
in-plane fiber orientation. For this study, 4 mat layers are stacked in the cavity, 
representing a 21 % fiber volume fraction.
All disks in this series are molded with a packing pressure of 228 kPa (33 
psi). All pressures given in this study are gage pressures. Molding parameters 
for this series are tabulated in Table 3.1. At least five disks are molded at each
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flow rate, and the measured ultimate tensile strength and elastic modulus at 
each velocity are averaged from ail specimens to reduce statistical error. 
Positions 1 and 2 have two symmetric specimens from each disk, resulting in a 
total of 10 specimens to average for each data point. However, data from 
specimens which broke at a location within one thickness of the MTS grips is 
discarded, resulting in fewer specimens for some data points.
The tensile strength variation with voiume flow rate for positions 1 and 2 is 
depicted in Figure 3.2. Error bars are calcuiated using a 95% confidence 
interval, and a maximum uncertainty of about 9% is observed. Tensile strength 
results from positions 1 and 2 are simiiar, and exhibit a decrease in strength with 
increased flow rate. The decrease in strength is about 14% from 123 MPa (17.8 
ksi) to 108 MPa (15.7 ksi) for position 1, over the range of flow rates studied. A 
straight line is fit to the data on a semi-log plot, with all experimental points fitting 
the curve within the associated uncertainties. Data for this curve suggests 
strength may be approaching an asymptotic minimum, however linear curve fit is 
still used as it is found to represent mechanical properties over a wide range of 
flow rates. The decrease in strength at higher flow rates is most likely due to 
increased void formation resulting from more air being trapped by the faster 
moving fluid front.
Due to very similar results observed between positions 1 and 2, data from 
these two positions are combined to reduce uncertainty and generate the single 
curve depicted in Figure 3.3. It has been shown that the local fluid velocity at the 
fluid front as it passes a particular location is one of the primary factors
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influencing lag-lead or fingering [60], and thus void formation and properties in 
the cured part. The change in local velocity between positions 1 and 2 is small 
compared with change in velocity between disks molded at different injection 
rates, thus results from these two positions are expected to be similiar. 
Combining data from the two positions results in a reduction in the maximum 
observed uncertainty for a 95% confidence to approximately 5%.
Stiffness data from these specimens is shown in Figure 3.4. Similar to the 
strength behavior, the data is plotted on a semi-log graph based on injection 
rate. Again, error bars are drawn with a 95% confidence interval, and data from 
positions 1 and 2 are averaged due to their similar behavior, thus reducing 
uncertainty. The average statistical error is about 8%, which is slightly greater 
compared with the strength results. The stiffness is also found to decrease with 
increased velocity, with a slightly smaller reduction with increased flow rate 
compared with the decrease in strength data. Stiffness drops about 12% from
9.7 G Pa (1.4 ksi) to 8.7 GPa (1.3 ksi) over the range of injection rates used.
3.3 Effect of Post-Fill Cure Pressure on Mechanical Properties and 
Void Content of Resin Transfer Molded Disks 
Twelve additional disks are molded at an injection rate of 0.067 cm^/s with 
varied packing pressures of 0, 455, and 683 kPa (0, 66, and 99 psi) to determine 
the effect of packing pressure on properties of the final part. The data presented 
in the previous section, obtained from disks molded at a flow rate of 0.067 cm^/s 
and a packing pressure of 228 kPa (33 psi), provides an additional packing
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pressure for comparison. Table 3.2 contains the molding parameters for these 4 
sets of disks. Position 1 and 2 specimens from these disks are tested under 
tension to determine the mechanical properties, while position 3 specimens are 
analyzed optically for void characterization.
Packing pressure is found to have a greater effect on the mechanical 
properties compared with injection rate. The ultimate tensile strength based on 
packing pressure for the average of positions 1 and 2 is depicted in Figure 3.5. 
Error bars in Figure 3.5 are calculated with a 95% confidence interval. Tensile 
strength increase by a total of 15% from 125 MPa (18.1 ksi) at 0 kPa packing 
pressure, to 144 MPa (20.9 ksi) at 683 kPa packing pressure. The increase in 
strength between 0 and 228 kPa pressure is observed to be much smaller than 
the increase in strength observed over the other pressure ranges. This indicates 
that a minimum packing pressure may be required to observe improvements in 
mechanical properties. There is a significant improvement in strength is between 
455 and 683 kPa, the highest pressure used; thus higher strengths may be 
obtained at higher packing pressures. It is believed that packing pressure 
improves strength mainly by reducing the size and quantity of voids. Increased 
pressure may also improve wetting of fibers by forcing resin into fiber bundles 
that are not fully wetted during filling. An upper limit on useful packing pressures 
is anticipated, due to limits on void reduction and complete wetting.
Figure 3.6 depicts elastic modulus based on packing pressure for the 
average of position 1 and 2 data. Similar to the results for disks molded at 
different injection rates, the average observed error for stiffness is lower
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compared with strength results. An average statistical error of about 4% is 
obtained, with little variation in error at different packing pressures. Stiffness 
increases less than strength at increased pressure, with an increase of 13% to 
12.2 GPa (174 ksi) at the maximum packing pressure. There is a small increase 
in stiffness from 0 and 228 kPa pressure, further indicating that a minimum 
packing pressure is required for the benefits to be observed. There is also a 
small increase of 2.5% in stiffness over the final interval from 455 to 683 kPa, 
indicating a possible upper limit on improved stiffness is being approached at this 
level of packing.
3.4 Correlation Between Void Content and Mechanical Properties 
Microscopic analysis is performed on specimen cross sections from each 
of the four packing pressures. Void content is found to decrease with increased 
pressure, with fairly low void fractions of 0.72%, 0.52%, 0.32%, and 0.34%  
measured for packing pressures of 0, 228, 455, and 683 kPa, respectively. 
Figure 3.7 depicts an exponentially decaying function of void fraction based on 
the four post-fill cure pressures used in the current study. The three-parameter 
exponential curve is fit to the data by minimizing the sum of the squared 
differences between the measured and analytical values using the solver feature 
in Microsoft Excel. It is clear from this graph that the application of higher resin 
pressures after the molds have been filled significantly reduces the porosity 
inside the composite parts. This particular reduction in porosity can be 
correlated to an increase in the post-fill cure pressure by considering the
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establishment of a high local pressure that shrinks individual bubbles and 
possibly cause smaller voids to dissolve into the resin. Although the radial 
distribution of voids inside the parts was not measured in this study, a careful 
examination of the size and shape distribution of the voids encountered in each 
one of the specimens would give some indications of the actual mobility of the 
voids. As can be seen in Figure 3.8, the combined relative percentage of both 
circular and ellipsoidal bubbles decreases as the post-fill pressure increases. 
Both circular and ellipsoidal voids are usually located in the inter-tow spaces. 
Thus a smaller relative presence of these type of voids at high post-fill pressures 
is indicative of more voids in the interstitial areas. It is observed that the 
contribution of very irregular voids is increased at higher packing pressures, 
although the total void fraction and number of voids has decreased. It seems 
that the irregular voids, which are typically found inside fiber bundles, are less 
susceptible to removal by increased pressure compared with the more circular 
voids found in the interstitial areas.
A second characterization of void content with increased post-fill cure 
pressure is presented in Figure 3.9. Void shape distribution is given for each of 
the packing pressures. Circular and ellipsoidal voids have sizes that are mostly 
in the range 50-150 pm. Based on the total number of voids in this particular 
range, it is clear that as long as the local pressure is increased, the contribution 
of the small-to-medium circular voids decreases thus increasing the relative 
percentage of large irregular voids. During image analysis the large irregular 
voids are observed primarily in the intra-tow spacing. Varna et al. [35] recently
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suggested that laminates with highest average content of voids also had the 
highest content of spherical voids, which concentrated in regions away from the 
inlet gate. Our results, presented in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, agree with those 
presented by Varna et al. These data suggest that increasing the post-fill cure 
pressure is a potentially viable method for removing or compressing entrapped 
air, thus decreasing void content of a molded part.
As a consequence of decreased void content at higher packing pressures, 
it is expected that the mechanical properties would be improved. The strength 
and stiffness are directly correlated with the measured total void content to 
investigate this effect. In Figure 3.10, the strength is observed to decrease 
exponentially by nearly 15% from 143 to 125 MPa with increased void content. 
The four parameters from the exponential curve fits in both Figure 3.10 and 
Figure 3.11 are found by minimizing the sum of the squared differences between 
the measured and analytical values using the solver feature in Microsoft Excel. 
The maximum strength observed at the minimum void content, 0.35%, 
represents the highest packing pressure. The stiffness based on void content, 
depicted in Figure 3.11, demonstrates a similar behavior. An exponential 
decrease in modulus from about 12.2 to 10.7 GPa is observed as the void 
content doubles from about 0.35% to 0.73%. These results clearly show that the 
decreased void content obtained at higher post-fill cure pressures directly 
translates into improved mechanical properties of the final part.
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3.5 Concluding remarks
Increased injection rate is found to have a detrimental effect on the 
mechanical properties of resin transfer molded composite disks. Both the 
stiffness and tensile strength are measured to decrease by 12% and 14%, 
respectively, with 15-fold increase in injection rate. At higher injection rates, the 
fluid front moves faster and traps more air leading to increased void formation. 
Increased packing pressure is presented as a method for decreasing void 
content in RTM process. Increased packing pressure is observed to improve 
mechanical properties, with 15% increase in strength and 13% increase in elastic 
modulus over the pressure ranges studied. This is due to lower void content 
which decreased from 0.72% to 0.35% by increasing pressure from 0 kPa to 683 
kPa. It is observed that there are fewer, more irregularly shaped voids at higher 
packing pressures. Average void size is also observed to increase at higher 
packing pressures. Close examination of the data and micrographs reveals that 
this is due to a reduction in total number of small voids, while the quantity of 
larger irregular voids remains unchanged. Strength and stiffness are correlated 
directly with void fraction. An exponential decrease in both strength and stiffness 
is observed as the void fraction increased from 0.35 to 0.72%.
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Table 3.1 Molding parameters used to determine effect of volume flow rate on 
mechanical properties
Flow Rate 
(om /^s)
Fill Time 
(s)
Packing 
Pressure (kPa)
0.067 300 228
0.2 100 228
0.6 33 228
1.0 20 228
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6Figure 3.1 Photograph of a transparent part that undergoing 683 kPa packing pressure (left), and a cloudy part with no
applied packing pressure (right)
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Figure 3.2 Ultimate tensile strength variation with injection flow rate for positions 1 and 2. Packing pressure=228 kPa
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Figure 3.3 Ultimate tensile strength variation with injection flow rate averaged over positions 1 and 2. Packing
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Figure 3.4 Stiffness variation with injection rate averaged over positions 1 and 2. Packing pressure=228 kPa
Table 3.2 Molding parameters used to determine effect of packing pressure on 
mechanical properties and void content
Flow Rate 
(cm /^s)
Fill Time 
(s)
Packing 
Pressure (kPa)
0.067 300 0
0.067 300 228
0.067 300 455
0.067 300 683
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Figure 3.11 Stiffness variation with void fraction averaged over positions 1 and 2. Injection rate=0.067 cm /s
4 Effect of Preform Thickness and Volume Fraction on 
Injection Pressure and Mechanical Properties of Resin 
Transfer Molded Composites
4.1 Introduction
In the RTM industry, random glass fiber preforms are commonly used 
because of their availability, lower cost, and planar isotropy. In this study, 
preform architecture was varied using two different glass fiber mats. Both mat 
types have identical random microstructure, but have different planar densities 
and thus different thicknesses. Six series of disks were molded using the same 
process parameters and fiber volume fraction (i.e., 9.8, 21.2, and 33.1%) for both 
preform types. Table 4.1 contains fiber quantities, preform type, and 
configuration ID, for each designation. For each of the six cases, test samples 
were cut from disk-shaped parts, then tensile strength, short-beam shear 
strength, and elastic modulus were measured. Transient pressure data was 
recorded at a radial location 12.7 mm from the disk center during molding. A 
new technique is presented in this work, in which radial planar permeability is 
measured by fitting an analytical pressure expression derived from Darcy’s law to 
the measured transient pressure data. Permeabilities of different configuration 
are compared in order to quantify effect of preform density on injection pressure.
When thin mats are used, microstructure is similar, although additional 
layer interfaces are introduced. Effects of these additional interfaces on fill 
characteristics and mechanical properties are unknown. One may expect the
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short-beam shear strength and tensile properties to be similar at same fiber 
volume fraction. However, flow characteristics, in particular injection pressure, 
which is observed to be lower for thin mats, seem to be influenced by number of 
layers. Changes in flow could result in differences in void formation and thus, 
variations in mechanical properties. However, it may be advantageous to use 
thin mats due to lower pressure requirements, if similar mechanical properties 
can be obtained at the same fiber content.
4.2 Molding Apparatus Used to Fabricate RTM Parts
An experimental molding setup is constructed to fabricate resin transfer 
molded disks. The experimental molding setup described in Chapter 2 is 
updated to mold disks at conditions more like those expected in industrial RTM. 
The modified setup, presented in Figure 4.1, is composed of a molding press 
assembly that injects a two-part thermosetting resin at constant flow rate, and a 
modular disk-shaped mold cavity. The setup is still well represented by Figure 
2.1, with small changes such as the addition of a pressure transducer on the 
bottom wall of the mold cavity. There is also an added pressure transducer in 
the line just before the fluid enters the mold cavity which can be used for 
obtaining injection pressure. Injection pressure is measured as near to the mold 
inlet as possible, and only represents pressure requirements for the mold cavity. 
Additional molding pressure is required due to losses in the fluid lines and mixer, 
which are not addressed in the present study.
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A photograph of the modified experimental setup with each component 
labeled is depicted in Figure 4.2. The inlet pressure transducer is not shown in 
this photo. The molding press contains two hollow cylinders, which hold resin 
and curing agent respectively. Plungers attached to the top plate of the press 
displace the resin and curing agent in the cylinders by equal distances when the 
top plate is pushed down. Flow from the two cylinders merges, and again 
passes through a Statomax inline mixer before being injected into the center of 
the disk-shaped cavity. The modified setup is mounted on a hydraulic press 
(ARCAN, 80,000 lb. capacity) shown in Figure 4.2, which provides the force 
necessary to inject the mixed resin. The press moves at a constant linear 
velocity of 2x10^ m/s through most of its 152.4 mm (6 in.) stroke, thus resulting 
in constant injection rate.
The mold cavity is constructed by placing a 3.18 mm (0.125 in.) thick 
aluminum spacer plate between two 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) thick aluminum mold 
walls. Mold wall thickness is doubled in order to reduce bulging at higher 
pressures that occur at increased volume fraction and flow rate. A 15.24 cm (6.0 
in.) diameter circle is cut from the center of the spacer plate to form the disk­
shaped cavity. By replacing the space plate, parts having different thickness can 
be molded, however in the current study only 3.18 mm (0.125 in.) thick disks are 
molded. 0-ring, inlet, and exit vent configuration is unchanged compared to the 
original setup. Vents on the top mold wall with hoses that have white hose 
clamps attached to seal the exits are visible in Figure 4.2. After the mold is 
completely full, the press is run for a few additional seconds until resin comes
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out of all four vent hoses. Then the four vent hoses and the inlet hose are 
sequentially clamped to maintain the final fill pressure.
For this study, three fiber volume fractions are investigated (i.e., 9.8, 21.2, 
and 33.1 %). These fiber contents are achieved by layering 2, 4, or 6 layers, 
respectively, of the thick mats (Fiberglast part #250), or 4, 8, or 12 layers, 
respectively, of the thin mats (Fiberglast part #248) inside the mold cavity. 
Details of each of the six resulting fiber configurations are listed in Table 4.1. 
Configurations are designated TK2, TK4, and TK6 for thick mats and TN4, TN8, 
and T N I2 for thin mats. EPON 8150 resin mixed with and Epicure 3282 curing 
agent are used as the filling fluid for molded parts.
The parts are molded at constant flow rate of 5.83x10 ® m®/s, with fill times 
ranging between 6 and 9 seconds, depending on fiber volume fraction. Fill times 
are consistent with those expected in industrial molding of similar-sized parts. 
After the vents and inlet hose are clamped to maintain the pressure, the part is 
left to cure in the mold for 48 hours before demolding. The part is then post 
cured at room temperature and pressure for a minimum of two additional weeks 
before the specimens are machined, polished, and tested to ensure the 
completion of cross-linking and development of mechanical properties. Three 
representative stress-strain curves for specimens from position 1 molded at the 
three fiber contents used in this study are shown in Figure 4.3. These curves 
show the typical shape of the tensile curves, and give a sample of the 
differences in slope and ultimate tensile strength observed in the tensile data.
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During filling, transient pressure data is collected at a radial location of
12.7 mm (0.5 in.) away from the inlet. Pressure is measured using a pressure 
transducer (Omega Model PX180-100GV, 100 psi max, 0.3% accuracy) flush 
mounted on the bottom mold wall, as depicted in Figure 4.1. The pressure 
transducer is attached to a custom built signal amplification circuit based on an 
i640 in-amp, which conditions the signal for data acquisition system by 
amplifying voltage, isolating the signal, and lower transducer output impedance. 
The voltage amplification is adjustable by changing resistors in the circuit with 
typical amplifications being on the order of 100. Pressure data is sampled at 10 
Hz using a laptop computer controlled Omega Daqbook data acquisition system. 
The circuit, Daqbook, and computer are ail visible in Figure 4.2. For pressure 
measurement, mold filling experiments are performed using corn syrup as the 
filling fluid to avoid damaging the pressure transducer. The corn syrup is diluted 
with water to adjust its viscosity, allowing fill pressures for all the six mat 
configurations to be obtained within the pressure transducer’s most accurate 
range.
Representative pressure measurements at 12.7 mm away from the inlet 
during filling experiments for each fiber content are shown in Figure 4.4 (i.e., 
configurations TK2, TK4, and TK6 for thick mats and TN4, TN8, and TN I 2 for 
thin mats). Filling begins at t =0 s, and continues for several seconds after the 
mold cavity is completeiy fuil as the exit hoses are left undamped to allow 
continued discharge of the fiiling fluid. Pressure is first recorded when flow 
contacts the transducer, however the time each pressure curve starts in Figure
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4.4 has been shifted to allow all curves to be clearly observed without any 
overlapping.
4.3 Pressure in a Disk Shaped Cavity Containing Porous Media
Darcy’s law [15] is used to model flow through a porous media by relating 
velocity to pressure gradient with a permeability tensor,
u = - - K V p .  (4.1)
In Equation 4.1 u is the average Darcy velocity, / /  is the dynamic viscosity, Vp is 
the pressure gradient, and K is the second-order permeability tensor. For the 
molding of center-gated disk-shaped parts, purely radial flow in the cavity is 
expected. (There is no flow component or non-zero derivatives in the tangential 
direction, thus the flow is axisymmetric). Figure 4.5 depicts the cross section of 
a center-gated disk labeled with the coordinate system used. Important 
dimensions in Figure 4.5 are the half gap width, H, and the transient radial
location of the fluid front, Rf (f). In radial coordinates and with axisymmetric
radial flow assumption, Darcy’s law simplifies to the following,
(4.2)
[1 o r
where Ur is the radial velocity component, and Kn is the radial permeability. In 
addition, conservation of mass simplifies to,
-^ ( r w j  = 0 . (4.3)
d r
Equation 4.3 can be integrated straightforwardly to yield.
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rw, = c (f), (4.4)
where c{t) is a constant dependent only on time. Equation 4.4 is then substituted 
into Equation 4.2, to obtain,
(4.5)
r  n  c{t)
Equation 4.5 is integrated from the radius at the location of the pressure 
transducer, r =R, to the radial location of the fluid front, r =Rf {f), and from the 
pressure at the transducer, p =P{t), to the pressure at the free surface. Pi, to 
obtain.
(4.6)
The velocity in Equation 4.4 can be expressed in terms of the volume flow rate, 
Q, and geometry using the volume flowing through area of the ring in the disk at 
the radius of the transducer, R, as,
 Q , (4.7)
' R A
where Vf is the preform volume fraction. The velocity Ur remains constant at a 
given radial location if the fluid is injected at constant volume flow rate; thus, c is 
a constant that does not depend on time. At the free surface, the fluid front is in 
contact with atmosphere if the vents are kept open during filling, thus, P/=0, and 
Equations 4.6 and 4.7 can be combined to yield,
P(0 = ---------^ -------- \ n ^ ^ .  (4.8)
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Equation 4.8 gives the transient pressure in a disk at the radius R  based on the 
flow rate, viscosity, gap width, radial permeability, and the radial position of the 
fluid air interface, Rf{t).
4.4 Permeability Measurement Using a Single Pressure 
Transducer
The majority of methods for permeability measurement published in 
literature require the use of two pressure transducers placed at different 
locations in the mold cavity [29,61,62]. These transducers are used to measure 
a pressure difference between two locations, from which the permeability is
calculated from Darcy’s equation. Equation 4.8, however, is in a form that allows
the permeability to be calculated using the known pressure at the fluid front and 
data from only one pressure transducer [63]. The viscosity, gap width, flow rate, 
and volume fraction are measured prior to filling. The location of the fluid front 
with time, Rf (t), is obtained based on the volume flow rate and geometry. The 
volume of the disk that has been filled at a time, t, is given by the following two 
expressions.
V = Qf,  (4.9)
V = (4.10)
These are combined to obtain Rf (t) in terms of experimental parameters and 
time,
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Equation 4.11 is substituted into Equation 4.8, to obtain the final form 
used to obtain permeability from a single set of pressure data,
Qt
P(t) = ---------------- l n *^ (l (4.12)
a-Vf)47lHK^^ R
The permeability, Krr, can now be obtained by using a least squares curve fit 
varying Krrto match Equation 4.12 to transient pressure data.
4.5 Results and Discussion
At least five disks are molded using each of the six preform configurations 
designated in Table 1 in order to obtain mechanical properties based on preform 
configuration. All specimens from position 2 and half of the specimens from 
position 1 are tested under tension as described by ASTM D3039/D3039M. In a 
previous study of composite disks molded similarly, tensile results were found to 
be statistically indistinguishable for positions 1 and 2 [64], thus data from these 
specimens are combined yielding at least 15 specimens for each data point to 
reduce statistical variation. The use of a large number of specimens is preferred 
because random preforms have been shown to have large local variations in 
planar density [28], which leads to higher statistical variation in tensile results. 
Fifteen preforms from each mat type are cut to size, and weighed in order to 
characterize planar density variation for the mats used in this study. Thick mats 
have a measured planar density of 0.446 kg/m^, which is slightly lower than the 
0.459 kg/m^ reported by the manufacturer, and a standard deviation of 0.0485 
kg/m^. Planar densities are observed in the range of 0.374 to 0.526 kg/m^
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representing a 40% variation. Planar density for thin mats is also observed to be 
lower than the reported value of 0.228 kg/m^, with an average measured value of 
0.200 kg/m^ and a standard deviation of 0.31 kg/m^. Thin mats exhibit greater 
variation of 64%, with individual values ranging between 0.163 and 0.266 kg/m^.
Measured values for ultimate tensile strength for each configuration are 
presented in Figure 4.6. Strength values are plotted with error bars calculated 
using a 95% confidence interval. Tensile strength is observed to be equivalent 
within the range of statistical error for thick and thin mats at each of the three 
equivalent fiber volume fractions, with thick mats exhibiting slightly higher 
strengths at the lower two fiber volume fractions, and thin mats having slightly 
higher strength at highest fiber content. Both thick and thin mat strengths are 
observed to increase linearly with increasing fiber content, with 130% increase in 
strength for thick mats when fiber content is increased from 9.8% and 33.1%. 
Thin mats exhibit a 169% increase in strength over the same range of fiber 
content. For these six cases the uncertainty using the 95% confidence interval 
ranges between 7.5% to 18.2% with an average value of 13.4%. Overall, tensile 
strengths found in Figure 4.6 are observed to be lower than results presented in 
Chapter 3. This is due in part to the higher injection rate and lower post-fill cure 
pressures used during molding of the disks utilizing the molding setup mounted 
on the hydraulic press.
Figure 4.7 contains data for elastic modulus for the six preform 
configurations, with error bars drawn again using a 95% confidence interval. 
Stiffness results are observed to follow trends similar to those exhibited by
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strength. The stiffness Is found to be similar for thick and thin mats at the same 
fiber content, and increases linearly with fiber content. Stiffness data, however, 
exhibits less improvement with increased fiber volume fraction, with only 100%  
increase in modulus between 9.8 and 33.1% fiber volume fraction. Stiffness 
data is found to have lower statistical variation, with a range between 6.0% to 
14.7% and an average of 9.5%. Stiffness results exhibit even lower variation 
between thick and thin mats compared with strength results. The linear increase 
of tensile modulus of resin transfer molded composites up to 50% fiber volume 
fraction is also reported by Oksman [2].
Three point bending test is also performed on molded parts to examine 
more subtle variations in mechanical properties introduced by additional layer 
interfaces for thin mats. It may be possible that these additional interfaces could 
weaken interlaminar shear strength of the composite material. Half of the 
specimens from position 1 are cut into three 38.1 mm (1.5 in.) segments, and the 
center segment is used for three point bending test. A total of 5 tests are 
performed for each configuration. The measured short-beam shear strength 
values obtained from this test are presented in Figure 4.8. The short-beam 
shear strength is observed to be similar for thick and thin mats, with larger 
variation (7%) between mat types at 33.1% volume fraction. Although increase 
in shear strength is linear with volume fraction, thin mats exhibit the largest 
deviation in linearity of all mechanical data presented. This slight deviation from 
linearity may be attributed to higher statistical variations, particularly at lower
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fiber content. At lower fiber content, variations in mats are less likely to even out 
due to lower number of layers, thus leading to higher uncertainties.
Ultimate tensile strength, elastic modulus, and short-beam shear strength 
results show that the planar preform density does not affect mechanical 
properties within the volume fractions studied. However the potential for flow 
differences between thick and thin configurations still exists, particularly at low 
volume fractions where fluid paths between layers may be significantly altered by 
changing the number of layers used. Experiments are performed, as explained 
in the previous section on pressure measurement, measuring transient pressure 
on the bottom mold wall at R  =12.7 mm (0.5 in.). To quantify effect of mat type 
on pressure, permeability is obtained from pressure data using Equation 4.12. 
Permeability is calculated by using a least squares curve fit varying the value of 
KrrXo match Equation 4.12 to transient pressure data during filling.
Maximum pressure observed increases with fiber content with maximum 
pressures of approximately 40, 110, and 160 kPa (5.8, 16.0, and 23.2 psi) 
observed for TK2, TK4, and TK6, respectively. For the lowest volume fraction, 
pressure is seen to follow a logarithmic increase for the duration, however higher 
volume fractions, pressure is seen to deviate from a logarithmic fit for an initial 
short duration. This deviation is due to expansion of hoses when filling starts 
due to the higher pressure at these runs, and is reduced by reinforcing the tubing 
connecting the molding press assembly to mixer and the mold. At higher volume 
fractions the mold fills more quickly, thus the pressure is observed to level off
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after about 6 seconds for the TK6 case. Data after the mold has filled is not 
used in least squares calculation to determine permeability.
Permeability fits to the representative pressure curves from the filling of 
three disks containing preform configurations TK2, TK4, and TK6 (i.e., 2, 4, and 
6 layers of thick mats), respectively are depicted in Figure 4.9. Solid lines in 
Figure 4.9 represent measured valued, while dashed lines show curve fits used 
to obtain permeability. A brief startup period is observed in which curve fits do 
not match measured pressure values due to hose bulging and possibly inlet 
effects, especially at higher volume fraction. It has been shown that mat 
deformation at the inlet gate may have considerable effect on fill pressure 
[65,66], which may also contribute to the observed startup effects. Deviation in 
pressure at startup from theoretical values is minimized both by reinforcing 
tubing leading to mold inlet, and reducing tubing length. Results show that 
pressure data follows the anticipated trend, and thus curve fits are quite good 
after startup period. The theoretical pressure curve deviates from measured 
values after about 7 seconds for configuration TK6 due to mold being full earlier 
at higher fiber volume fraction. The best curve fit is obtained for configuration 
TK2, due to the lowest pressure for this configuration. The highest fill pressure 
of about 160 kPa (23.2 psi) is observed for configuration TK6. Permeabilities 
obtained from configurations TK2, TK4, and TK6 for these representative runs 
are 170, 5.2, and 1.75 Darcy, respectively.
Representative pressure measurement for thin mat configurations TN4, 
TN6, and TN I 2, and their respective curve fits, are shown in Figure 4.10. The
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observed molding pressures for thin mat configurations are lower compared to 
thick mat configurations at same fiber volume fraction. The theoretical pressure 
curves generated from the permeability fits match measured values after startup 
period, with TN12 pressure fit ending earlier than the others since the cavity fills 
more quickly higher fiber content. The measured permeabilities for TN4, TN6, 
and TN12 configurations are 575, 7.8, and 2.8 Darcy, respectively, which are 
higher than thick mat configurations, indicating lower molding pressure 
requirements.
The permeability values for the six preform configurations are presented 
in Figure 4.11, with error bars drawn using 95% confidence interval. 
Permeability values for the six configurations are also given in Table 4.2. The 
permeability ratio in Table 4.2 is defined as the ratio of thin mat permeability to 
thick mat permeability at same fiber volume fraction, and represents the multiple 
pressure is increased by when using thick mats instead of thin. Permeability 
values are observed to be higher for thin mats at all fiber volume fractions. The 
permeability decreases by two orders of magnitude as volume fraction increases 
from 9.8% to 33.1%, with the largest decrease in permeability observed between 
9.8% and 21.2% fiber content. At 9.8% fiber volume fraction, the permeability 
ratio is the highest at 3.3, indicating thick mats have over three times the molding 
pressure requirement of thin mats. At 21.2% and 33.1%, permeability ratios of 
1.5 and 1.6, respectively are obtained. These are lower than those observed at 
9.8% fiber content, but still represent considerable increases in molding pressure 
for thick mats.
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The measured permeability values are similar in magnitude to those 
reported for random mats in the literature [67-70]. For example, Wirth and 
Gauvin, using pressure transducers mounted in a channel-shaped mold, 
measure permeabilities of 99 and 49 x10'^° m  ^ for volume fractions of 11 and 
18%, respectively [67]. At 17% fiber volume fraction. Luce et al. measure a 
permeability value of 30 x10'^° m  ^using radial flow experiments [68]. Trevino et 
al. report permeabilities for random mats between 1.5 and 3.5 x10'^° m  ^for fiber 
contents between 25 to 45% [22]. Values presented in the current study are also 
consistent with results from Kim et al. [69], and Berker and Sun [70].
An effective permeability, calculated from pressure data obtained by 
injecting corn syrup into a mold cavity containing zero preform, along with a 
theoretically predicted value, is depicted in Figure 4.11. Effective permeability is 
obtained by comparing theoretical pressure in an empty disk with pressure 
obtained by Equation 4.8 for a porous media. The pressure at the transducer for 
the configuration depicted in Figure 4.5 is obtained using Navier-Stokes 
Equations. Neglecting inertia terms, pressure at r = R  is found to be,
p{t) = -^ (4. 13)
Equating Equations 4.8 and 4.13, an effective permeability can be defined for the 
case of an empty mold as,
K^g= —  . (4.14)
The theoretical value of effective permeability in Figure 4.11 is calculated to be
8400 Darcy, and is consistent with the measured value. Empty mold
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permeability represents the limiting case of zero fiber volume fraction, and 
obtained values follow the trend observed in other measured permeability 
values.
4.6 Concluding Remarks
Results are presented demonstrating effect of fiber volume fraction and 
planar preform density (i.e., mat thickness) on mechanical properties and 
injection pressure of resin transfer molded disks. At same fiber content, planar 
preform density has negligible effect on mechanical properties, demonstrated by 
comparable values for elastic modulus, tensile strength, and short-beam shear 
strength. Mechanical properties are observed to increase linearly between 9.8%  
and 33.1% fiber volume fraction, with average increase of about 150% for 
ultimate tensile strength, and 100% for elastic modulus and short-beam shear 
strength. Despite having negligible effect on mechanical properties, mat 
thickness is shown to have significant effect on injection pressure. Effect of mat 
thickness on injection pressure is quantified using differences in permeability 
values. A new technique to measure permeability using the transient pressure 
data from a single pressure transducer is presented. The measurement 
technique is simpler and more advantageous than the techniques currently used 
in the literature, that require the use of multiple transducers or tracking of fluid 
front motion in addition to pressure measurement. Permeabilities measured for 
thin mats are observed to be 47% to 226% higher than those measured for thick 
mats, thus resulting in significant reduction of injection pressure by 50% to 260%
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for fiber volume fractions ranging from 33.1% to 9.8%, respectively. Ability to 
reduce Injection pressure or cycle time at same fiber content without degradation 
In mechanical properties could lead to less expensive molding processes.
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Table 4.1 Experimental configurations used to examine effect of preform 
thickness and fiber volume fraction
Designation Description Volume fraction in 
mold (Vf)
TN4 4 thin layers of chopped- 
strand glass fiber mat. 
Planar denslty-
Llsted: 0.228 kg/m^ (0.75 
oz/ft^)
Measured: 0.200 kg/m^
9.8%
TN8 8 thin layers of chopped- 
strand glass fiber mat. 
Planar denslty-
Llsted: 0.228 kg/m^ (0.75 
oz/ft^)
Measured: 0.200 kg/m^
21.2%
TN I 2 12 thin layers of chopped- 
strand glass fiber mat. 
Planar density-
listed: 0.228 kg/m^ (0.75 
oz/ft^)
Measured: 0.200 kg/m^
33.1%
TK2 2 thick layers of chopped- 
strand glass fiber mat. 
Planar density-
listed: 0.459 kg/m^ (1.5 
oz/ft^)
Measured: 0.446 kg/m^
9.8%
TK4 4 thick layers of chopped- 
strand glass fiber mat. 
Planar density-
listed: 0.459 kg/m^ (1.5 
oz/ft^)
Measured: 0.446 kg/m^
21.2%
TK6 6 thick layers of chopped- 
strand glass fiber mat. 
Planar density-
listed: 0.459 kg/m^ (1.5 
oz/ft^)
Measured: 0.446 kg/m^
33.1%
TN-1 hin mats, TK-thIck mats, #-number of layers
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Figure 4.1 Setup used to fabricate RTM parts and measure pressure to
determine permeability
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Figure 4.2 Photograph of the setup used to fabricate RTM parts and measure
pressure to determine permeability
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Figure 4.3 Representative stress strain curves from tensile tested specimens. TN4: 4 layers of thin mats (i.e., Vf 
=9.8% );TN8: 8 layers of thin mats (i.e., Vf =21.2%); TN12: 12 layers of thin mats (i.e., Vf =33.1%)
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Figure 4.4 Example pressure curves from filling disks containing each of the six preform configurations
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Figure 4.8 Short beam shear strength of specimens from each preform configuration
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Figure 4.9 Example pressure curves from disks containing thick mats and theoretical curve fit used to determine 
permeability. TK2: 2 layers of thick mats (i.e., i/f =9.8%); TK4: 4 layers of thick mats (i.e., i/f =21.2%); TK6: 6
layers of thick mats (i.e., Vf =33.1%)
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Figure 4.10 Example pressure curves from disks containing thin mats and theoretical curve fit used to determine 
permeability. TN4: 4 layers of thin mats (i.e., w =9.8%); TN8; 8 layers of thin mats (i.e., Vf =21.2%); TN I 2; 12
layers of thin mats (i.e., Vf =33.1%)
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Figure 4.11 Permeability results obtained for each preform configuration. Theoretical permeability for empty mold is
obtained from Equation 4.14
Table 4.2 Measured permeability for each mat configuration and ratio between 
permeabilities of thick and thin mats
Vf Thick mats 
TK2, TK4, TK6 
permeability
Thin mats 
TN4, TN8, TNI 2 
permeability (10' °^ 
m^ )
Permeability
ratio
(TN/TK)
9.8% 176 575 3.6
21.2% 5.3 7.8 1.5
33.1% 1.7 2.8 1.6
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5 Mold Modifications to Facilitate Reduced Molding 
Pressure
5.1 Introduction
The benefits of pressure reduction In R IM  were described In Chapter 1. 
Significant cost saving potential exists through less expensive tooling or faster 
cycle times using equivalent tooling. In Chapter 3, the effect of reducing Injection 
rate directly, and thus, Injection pressure. Is quantified. It Is shown that parts 
with Improved mechanical properties can be obtained with lower Injection 
pressure, however the Increased cost associated with longer cycle times will 
make this an undesirable tradeoff In many cases. Additionally, there Is a limit to 
how much Injection rate can be reduced before Increased void formation Is 
observed [51,52], primarily due to lag lead and fingering effects [60]. In Chapter 
4, lower pressures are obtained by modifying preform thickness without adverse 
affects on mechanical properties or production capabilities. These studies can 
be grouped with many found In literature aimed at optimizing process parameters 
In RTM.
The study presented In this chapter attempts to go beyond the 
optimization of process parameters and Implements a fundamental Improvement 
to resin transfer molding, as has been done In processes such as vacuum 
assisted resin transfer molding, and compression resin transfer molding. Small 
flow channels In the mold cavity are proposed as a method to significantly 
decrease Injection pressure requirements by providing low resistance flow paths. 
These paths are expected to yield an effect similar to that observed by Adams
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and Rebenfeld [14] in which bulk permeability increased significantly when 
including a single high permeability layer.
Experiments are performed using mold cavities modified to include one or 
two flow channels. Flow experiments are utilized to quantify pressure reduction 
observed due to addition of flow channels, and disks are molded using molds 
with one or two flow channels, and compared to disks molded without flow 
channels. It is known that in a center-gated disk highest pressure drop occurs 
near the inlet, thus experiments are performed to ascertain necessary channel 
length required to achieve improved results.
5.2 Modified Channel Mold Cavity
Modified mold cavities are constructed to characterize the effects of flow 
channels on molding of resin transfer molded parts. Initially, channel mold 
assemblies are fabricated according to the basic mold cavity specifications 
described in Chapter 2.1, and depicted in Figure 2.3. Mold wall thickness is 
increased to 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) to help ensure mold walls don’t bulge under fill 
pressure due to decreased wall thickness in the channel regions. Molds having 
three channel configurations are fabricated, having zero, one, and two channels 
on the top mold wall respectively.
The 0-Channel mold is identical to the mold used in previous studies, 
thus, no modifications are necessary on the top mold wall (Figure 5.1a). Molds 
with one and two channels require extra steps to produce. For the 1-Channel 
mold, a single 3.175 mm (0.125 in.) wide by 3.175 mm (0.125 in.) deep groove is
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machined along a diameter of the disk as depicted in Figure 5.1b. The single 
channel results in two additional radial flow paths for flow leaving the inlet. The 
resulting flow has 2 axes of symmetry. The channel intersects the outer edge of 
the disk at two points that lie between exit gates so that flow will not fill the 
channel then immediately exit the disk. The 2-Channel mold top is fabricated by 
machining a single groove identical to that used for the 1-Channel mold, followed 
by another 3.175 mm (0.125 in.) wide by 3.175 mm (0.125 mm) deep groove 
machined along the diameter perpendicular to the first groove, as depicted in 
Figure 5.1c. As in the single channel mold, all channel endpoints lie between 
exit gates to prevent premature flow exit. The 2-Channel mold introduces four 
additional flow paths leaving the inlet gate, thus, resulting in a flow with four axes 
of symmetry. A photograph of a top mold wall with two machined flow channels 
is given in Figure 2.4 (left).
Minimizing the amount of excess material that needs to be trimmed off the 
cured parts is an important consideration for the potential use of channels to 
minimize molding pressure. Maximum pressure gradient in the disk is observed 
at the inlet, with smaller increases in pressure as fluid front moves away from the 
inlet. It is expected that reducing the channel length will not significantly reduce 
the benefits to molding pressure, while reducing waste and facilitating easier 
demolding. Additional channel configurations are obtained by shortening the 
channel length. Channels are shortened by filling the channel completely with 
hot glue, then removing the necessary hot glue to obtain the desired channel 
length, with the channel always starting at the inlet. Hot glue is covered with
scotch tape to give a smooth mold surface. Channel lengths of 0, 33, 50, 67, 
and 100% of the disk radius are used in this study, with 0% representing the 
special, limiting case of a 0-Channel mold, and 100% representing a completely 
unblocked channel. The channels in Figure 2.4 (left) are blocked to 50% of the 
disk diameter using hot glue.
An additional polishing step is performed on the surface of the mold walls 
used for channel flow characterization experiments. A very smooth surface is 
obtained using a buffing wheel and buffing compound. This higher quality 
surface makes the flow less susceptible to anomalies due to surface defects. 
The smooth surface also facilitates easy cleanup for corn syrup used in flow 
simulation experiments, and makes demolding of cured parts much easier.
For this study, four fiber volume fractions are investigated (approximately 
10, 20, 30, and 40%). Fiber contents are achieved by layering 2, 4, 6, or 8 
layers, respectively, of chopped strand glass fiber mats (Fiberglast part #250) 
inside the mold cavity. EPON 815C resin mixed with and Epicure 3282 curing 
agent are used as the filling fluid for molded parts. The parts are molded at a 
constant flow rate of 5.83x10'® m®/s, with fill times ranging between 5 and 9 
seconds, depending on fiber volume fraction. For molded parts, vents and inlet 
hose are clamped after filling to maintain the pressure, and the part is left to cure 
in the mold for 48 hours before demolding. For some configurations short shots 
are molded, in which filling is performed for only 2 or 4 seconds and the part is 
cured, in order to visualize intermediate flow front positions. Molding is 
performed at a number of configurations, with changes to number of channels,
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channel length, fiber volume fraction, and at intermediate fills. Table 5.1 
contains configuration data for all molded disks used in this study, described in 
further detail later in this chapter.
Corn syrup, diluted with water to obtain desired viscosity, is used as the 
filling fluid for pressure experiments. Pressure measurements are made using 
three preform combinations, given in Table 5.2. Viscosity is selected for each 
preform combination to yield pressures that match the pressure transducer 
range. Combinations are designated TK4CH for 118 cp fluid and 4 thick mats 
(20% Fiberglast part #250), TN8CH for 138 cp fluid and 8 thin mats (=20% 
Fiberglast part #248), and TN12CH for 63.2 cp fluid and 12 thin mats (=30% 
Fiberglast part #248). For each viscosity/preform combination, pressure 
measurements are collected from three fill experiments for each of all possible 
combinations of 0, 1, and 2-Channels versus 0, 33, 50, 67, and 100% channel 
length. As an exception, experiments are not performed for TN12CH at 100%  
channel length, as this configuration results in the fluid exiting from the exit gates 
before any useful data pressure can be collected. Fill experiments show some 
configurations have significant dry areas at the end of the fill, thus some 
pressure configurations will not represent complete fill times. Viscosity and 
temperature of corn syrup is measured before and after fill experiment to verify 
properties have remained constant over the process of filling.
5.3 Obtaining Permeability from Transient Inlet Pressure Data
For radially symmetric flow In a 0-Channel mold, the pressure profile at a 
fixed radius gives a meaningful value for comparison with the theoretical 
Equation 4.12. The flow and pressure fields are expected to be complex and 
three-dimensional due to lack of radial symmetry and non-uniform features 
through the thickness for 1-Channel and 2-Channel molds. Additionally, 0- 
Channel, 1-Channel, and 2-Channel molds may have significantly different 
spatial pressure distribution. Thus, pressure measurement made at a single 
location on an Internal mold wall Is less meaningful for comparison and 
theoretical validation.
Transient Inlet pressure Is selected as the measured value to quantify 
effect of channel configuration on molding pressure. Inlet pressure shows the 
total reduction In pressure achieved by Introducing channels. In addition. Inlet 
pressure yields the maximum molding pressure, a meaningful characterization of 
the molding operation as a whole.
In Equation 4.12, pressure In a disk at a given radial location becomes 
undefined as R  approaches 0, and thus cannot be used to generate Inlet 
pressure curves, however with some manipulation a more useful form of the 
equation can be obtained. Equation 4.8 can be expressed for the transient 
pressures P^{t) and P2 {t) at radii R^  and Rg.
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Then, Equations 5.2 and 5.2 are subtracted to find the pressure drop between 
the two points as,
The fluid front must have passed both locations of interest for the expressed 
pressure drop to be meaningful. When the two radial locations of interest R^  and 
R2 are fixed, the pressure difference between two radial locations is observed to 
be constant; independent of time, and a function of only constant experimental 
parameters. This constant pressure difference also implies that all pressure 
curves are identical in shape, and can be superimposed by shifting along the 
pressure axis.
It is expected that the inlet pressure curves can be similarly superimposed 
on curves from locations within the mold, since at constant flow rate pressure 
drop between the inlet and a given radial location will remain constant barring 
any upstream or downstream influences on the flow over time. This behavior is 
confirmed experimentally. The pressure at the inlet and at f?=12.7 mm (0.5 in.) 
along with the corresponding theoretical pressure curve are depicted in Figure 
5.2. The difference between the inlet pressure and the F?=12.7 mm pressure is 
shown in Figure 5.3. The pressure difference does in fact remain constant after 
an initial startup period. Startup period is believed to result due to inlet effects. 
In particular, data tends to indicate that inlet effects are present due to hose 
bulging during the sharp increase in pressure at startup. This causes an initial 
reduction in flow rate into the cavity as system volume upstream of the inlet 
increases. Reduced inlet effects are observed when reinforced tubing is used.
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Some inlet effects may also be due to reduction in tfie permeability as tfie 
incoming flow compresses the fiber preforms, or due to increased surface 
interface effects which are more prevalent at startup. For the ideal case, 
pressure difference wouid be constant from the time wail transducer initially 
registers a pressure reading, so some error is expected due to inlet effects.
Using Equation 5.3 and the knowledge that pressure drop between the 
inlet and a given radius is a constant, Cr, the pressure at the inlet, P,(f), can be 
expressed in terms of the pressure, P^t), at the arbitrary radial location, R=r, and 
constant molding parameters as.
This equation states that the pressure at the inlet is equal to the sum of the 
pressure drop between a given location and the fluid front and the pressure drop 
between the inlet and that location. For curve fitting, it is more convenient to 
substitute Equation 4.11 into Equation 5.4 to obtain pressure in terms of f and tr, 
the time that the fluid front crosses R=r, to obtain
In this study. Equation 5.5 is used to curve fit to inlet pressure data. The 
time, tr, is arbitrary, and sets the time at which curve fitting starts. It also affects 
the value of Cr obtained, which for a good curve fit is very near the pressure at 
time tr. The time, tr, is selected to avoid the region of inlet effects. Similarly, the 
end time, te, is selected to avoid artifacts at the end of filling, if they are present. 
Aii other parameters are measured fill parameters, except Krr. Similar
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manipulation is performed in ref [63] for molding of a disk in the absence of 
preform, in which an equivalent radius is presented that allows the theoretically 
undefined inlet pressure to be expressed using flow equation for inside the disk.
In order to fit Equation 5.5 to pressure data, a least squares error fit is 
used. The difference between the pressure data and the value from Equation 
5.5 is squared for each data point between tr and te, then all squares are 
summed to obtain the total error value. Each error point multiplied by an 
appropriately sized scalar, in order to obtain a total error value that is within 
several orders of magnitude of 1. This scaling method is used, rather than 
dividing by the number of data points, to ensure stability when using numerical 
methods in Microsoft Excel, which yields poor results for extreme values, and 
does not affect the parameters which result in the overall minimum error. The 
“Solver” feature in Microsoft Excel XP is used to solve for the Krr and Crto obtain 
the minimum total error.
Using this method, permeability can be measured using a single inlet 
transducer. Although this method is more complex, it has several substantial 
advantages over the permeability measurement method described in Chapter 4. 
Most importantly, inlet pressure represents the limiting, maximum pressure, 
which is an important molding parameter. Additionally, a transducer mounted in 
the actual mold cavity is intrusive, and may not be well suited to many molding 
operations. The inlet pressure transducer used for this study is located on the 
hose just upstream of the inlet gate, as shown in Figure 4.1. This location only 
captures pressure generated in the cavity, and does not include losses in the line
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or mixer. The anticipated pressure drop is expected to be constant in the line 
and mixer at constant flow rate, thus it is expected the proposed method could 
be used upstream to measure permeability based on total required pressure.
5.4 Pressure Drop in a Channel
Pressure drop in a single channel is calculated as a starting point towards 
predicting the effectiveness of channels at reducing mold pressure. It is obvious 
that there will be less resistance to fluid flow and thus, lower pressure drop in the 
channel compared to flow through bulk preform. However the magnitude of the 
difference is relevant. If the resistance to flow is not significantly lower in the 
channel only marginal overall pressure reduction may be observed. On the other 
end of the spectrum, determining necessary channel dimensions to make sure 
specified channel size is not larger than required to help reduce scrap and post 
molding cleanup is important.
The channel is modeled as a rectangular duct. For duct flow head loss, 
hi, is calculated using,
where I is the duct length, /is  the friction factor, 14 is the superficial velocity, g is 
the acceleration due to gravity, and Dh is the hydraulic diameter. The hydraulic 
diameter, Dh, is calculated from the rectangle cross section side lengths a and b
as.
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And the Reynolds number is defined as
(5.8)
and the constant, C, is defined as,
C = /R e ,. (5.9)
Head loss is converted to pressure drop using,
^  = KP8-  (5.10)
Substituting Equations 5.8-10 into Equation 5.6 yields,
f 2 '
(5.11)
in which the constant, C, is dependent on a/b, and is tabulated in fluid mechanics 
textbooks to be C =56.9  [71].
The pressure drop for both 1 and 2 unblocked channels is desired. The 
unblocked channel length is / =76.2 mm (3 in), and the channel depth and width 
are a=b=3.175 mm (0.125 in). The hydraulic diameter is calculated using 
Equation 5.7 to be Dh =0.003175 m. The fluid viscosity is assumed to be 100 cp, 
which is representative of the flow simulation experiments. Assuming that the 
entire flow rate, Q  =5.83x10® m®/s, enters and remains in the channels, the 
superficial velocity for /V channels {n=2N) is found using conservation of mass to 
be,
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The resulting pressure drop in a 1-Channel mold is Ap = 6219 Pa (0.90 psi), and 
for a 2-Channel mold is Ap = 3109 Pa (0.45 psi). The actual pressure drop in the 
channel is expected to be lower, since some fluid will bleed off into the preform. 
The predicted channel pressure drop is significantly less than the 100-200 kPa 
(15-30 psi) typically measured in filling experiments, thus, the fluid is expected to 
prefer the channels.
An effective permeability for the channel is calculated as another 
comparative indicator resistance of the channel compared with that of the 
preform. From Darcy’s law,
V = - ^ .  (5.13)
H dx
Thus, by equating Equations 5.11 and 5.13,
2D^
JCdT = . (5M 4)
The effective permeability for the channels is calculated to be Kgff = 3.54 xlO^m^, 
which is three orders of magnitude higher than the typical permeabilities for mats 
used in this study at about 20% fiber content. Thus, effective permeability is a 
second indicator that fluid paths will prefer channels to preform. This preference 
is visible in Figure 5.4 in which the first two seconds of inlet pressure measured 
for both 0-Channel and 1-Channel molds are graphed. The 0-Channel pressure 
is seen to increase immediately, while the 1-Channel mold has exhibits linear 
pressure increase for a short duration as the channel on the top mold wall fills.
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after which pressure begins to increase more substantiaily. A linear pressure 
increase is expected behavior at the inlet for pure duct flow. This behavior is 
observed at the beginning of many channel mold pressure profiles, and is not 
seen in 0-Channel moldings.
5.5 Theoretical Pressure Predictions for Mold with Single Channel
A simplified theory to predict the inlet pressure profile for a single channel 
mold is deveioped. Several assumptions reduce the complexity of the 
caiculations. First, it is assumed that pressure drop in the channel is smali in 
comparison to pressure changes throughout the rest of the mold cavity, and 
resistance to flow in the channel is assumed to be negligible, such that fluid can 
easily feed any point along the channel. These assumptions allow the entire 
channel to be treated as an inlet at uniform pressure. Effects in the thickness 
direction are ignored, and the flow is treated as if it enters the cavity with a 
uniform in-piane velocity. The channel is assumed to start completely full of 
fluid. The volume and width of the channel are ignored, thus flow originates 
along a line segment that is represented by a diameter on the disk; not from the 
line segment along the channel edge a half channel width away from the 
diameter segment. Figure 5.5 depicts the geometry used for the calculation. In 
Figure 5.5, x  represents the distance from the centerline, and w{x) is the width of 
the cavity parallel to the channel at a distance x  from the channel. The fluid 
velocity is assumed to be uniform at a given x. This implies that edge effects are 
neglected; a common assumption used for flows through porous media.
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The given assumptions lead to simple “channel” flow through porous 
media with varying channel width (i.e., w(x)), where “channel” refers to the mold 
cross section perpendicular to the flow direction, not the pressure reducing flow 
channels. The solution to this flow is a straightforward application of Darcy’s law 
in one dimension,
V(x) = — ^ .  (5.15)
/U dx
To obtain the velocity as a function of x, we need an expression for the width, 
w{x), as a function of x, given as.
+ x ^ = R \  (5.16)
which can be rearranged to yield
w{x) = 2^R^ - x ^  _ (5.17)
Due to symmetry, half of the flow enters each half of the disk, and the velocity is 
given using the half the flow rate divided by cross-sectional area as,
= ^  = = -------- (2-------  (5.18)
A 2Hw(x) m ^ R ^ - x ^
Equation 5.15 is rearranged, and integrated from the inlet to the fluid front
location, X, as
X  front
\V { x )d x ^ — jd p .  (5.19)
0 ^  inlet
The pressure is 0 at the fluid front, thus the integral becomes.
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k R j
Finally, the maximum pressure occurs when the mold is full sAX=R, and is,
The fluid front location, X, can be calculated at any time from the flow rate and 
geometry, thus Equation 5.20 is sufficient to generate pressure profiles for a 1 - 
Channel mold.
5.6 Theoretical Pressure Predictions for Mold with Two Channels 
The assumptions and initial setup used for pressure calculation in the 1- 
Ghannel mold serve as the starting point for pressure calculations in a 2-Channel 
mold. Both channels are assumed to act as the inlet, and one-dimensional flow 
is assumed. The solution differs in the geometry used to calculate the flow cross 
section. The flow geometry used for calculations is shown in Figure 5.6. Due to 
symmetry, only one eight of the disk needs to be used in calculations. Fluid is 
drawn in an eighth of the disk in the top right of Figure 5.6, clockwise of line OR 
shown in Figure 5.6. The flow in this octant is assumed to remain parallel to the 
horizontal channel, and due to flow symmetry, the fluid in a given octant does not 
cross the symmetry line. The one dimensional flow assumption requires the OR 
line to be treated as a solid edge with negligible effect on flow, resulting in a 
perpendicular flow front junction as flow moves along the OR line. However, it is 
more reasonable that the flow will curve at this line, thus, the assumption may 
not hold as well as those for the 1-Channel case.
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To get the velocity as a function of x, an expression for the width as a 
function of x, w{x), Is used,
w(x) = Rcos sin '(—) - x .  (5.22)
V R  J
Due to symmetry, 1/8 of the flow enters each 1/8 of the disk, and the velocity Is 
given using the half the flow rate divided by the area of a cross-section as,
1<2_1 Q _ Q
V(z) =
8 A 8 2JTw(x) „ . _i ,x
16#!^/(cos s in - '( -) - X
V R )  j
(5.23)
Integration In one-dimension from the Inlet to the fluid front location, X, yields
% front
^V{x)dx = — \^P ■ (5.24)
0 ^  inlet
The pressure is 0 at the fluid front, thus the inlet pressure is
Rcos -  X
This equation is Integrated numerically using the trapezoid rule and a 0.1 second 
time step to generate pressure curves. For this integration value of X  at each 
step is calculated from time and mold geometry. Pressure In Equation 5.25 
becomes unbounded at the fill time of the disk, due to cross sectional flow area 
converging to zero which results in infinite flow velocity. Under no circumstances 
would one expect maximum fill pressure to Increase above the baseline pressure 
upon addition of lower resistance fluid paths, thus Equation 5.25 is not a good 
representation of pressure at the end of the flow.
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Figure 5.7 depicts theoretically generated transient pressure curves based 
on parameter values typically used for molding experiments performed in this 
study for 0-Channel, 1-Channel, and 2-Channel molds, using Equations 5.5, 
5.20, and 5.25, respectively. Mold dimensions are used for geometric 
parameters, and measured volume flow rate of 5.83x10® m®/s is used. 
Representative values are selected for fluid and mat properties, with a fluid 
viscosity of 100 cp and mat permeability of 5.2x10"'° m  ^ selected. Additionally, 
an offset pressure which results in the resulting maximum pressure being 
consistent with experimentally measured values is assumed for the 0-Channel 
mold theory.
Addition of channels is observed to significantly alter the flow behavior. 
For the 0-Channel mold, the pressure increases dramatically at the beginning of 
the flow, and increases more gradually towards the end of filling. For 1-Channel 
and 2-Channel molds, the theoretical equations predict pressure gradual 
pressure increase at the beginning of the flow and much more quickly at the end 
of filling. At half of the fill time, the addition of a single channel is predicted to 
reduce fill pressure to about one fourth of its original value, and the pressure in 
the 2-Channel mold is about a third of that in the 1-Channel mold. The final 
pressure in the 1-Channel mold has increased to about 85% of the 0-Channel 
pressure value. The 2-Channel pressure is undefined at the end of filling, but it 
is observed to be less than 50% of the 0-Channel pressure just before filling is 
complete.
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The channels result in such a fundamental change in pressure 
requirements due to the way they affect flow area. In a 0-Channel mold, the fluid 
around the inlet has a small flow area, resulting in high local velocities and an 
immediate increase in pressure. Initial flow with one or more channels is spread 
out along the length of the channel This leads to an additional expected benefit, 
with reduced void formation anticipated due to the slower moving fluid front. It is 
possible that the increase in pressure for the 1-Channel and 2-Channel molds at 
the end of filling is purely an artifact resulting from the assumed cross sectional 
flow area reducing to zero, and that end pressures will remain at lower values 
due to deviations from assumptions at end of filling.
5.7 Fluid Front Profile Measurement for Channel Molds
The first step towards experimentally characterizing the effect of channels 
on molding operations is to mold, cure, and examine disks covering the spectrum 
of available channel configurations, and at several preform volume fractions. A 
total of 42 disks are fabricated for this purpose, using zero-channel, 1-Channel, 
and 2-Channel top mold walls. All channel lengths, i.e., 0, 33, 50, 66, and 100%  
of disk radius, are considered. Molds are filled with 2, 4, 6, and 8 layers of the 
thick chopped-strand glass fiber mat, planar density measured to be 0.446 
kg/m^, representing fiber volume fractions of approximately 10, 20, 30, and 40%, 
respectively. Filling for some disks is stopped at two or four seconds, resulting in 
a short shot showing intermediate fluid front profile shapes. Table 5.1 contains 
configurations details for each of the 42 disks. Table 5.1 also includes a special
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column, which is used to designate mold edges have been treated with hot giue 
in order to reduce so-calied ray tracing effects. A photograph of all disks molded 
is shown in Figure 5.8.
Each disk is observed and photographed top and bottom. Major features 
of interest are for macrovoids, fluid front shape, clarity, and color. Special care is 
taken in the preparation of figures generated from disks. Images must be 
processed in order to have sufficient contrast to view important macro scale 
features when printed. However, clarity and color are important indicators of 
microvoid content, so figures must be prepared as uniformly as possibly to allow 
visual comparison. A uniformly lit white background is used behind the disks. A 
Sony Cybershot 2.1 megapixel digital camera is set on a tripod as closely to the 
disk as possible to maximize resolution of final images. Each disk is placed in 
the same location, and camera, background, and lighting are left in place for 
each photographs, so raw images are as uniform as possible.
Disk images are prepared using Adobe Photoshop image processing 
software. Each image is processed using the same sequence in Photoshop. 
Initially, the image size is cropped to 320x320 pixels. The “auto contrast” filter 
and “auto levels” filter are used on the image in succession to set appropriate 
contrast and brightness levels. The disk and white background are the only 
entities in the pictures, so these filters adjust the images in a consistent fashion. 
Finally, pure white is filled over the background and any shadows around the 
disk for a more attractive print.
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5.8 Visual Characterization of Disks Fabricated Utilizing Channels
Figures 5.9-5.50 represent photographs of all molded disks in the channel 
study. In each figure, a photograph of the top of the disk labeled “a” is presented 
on the left, and a photograph of the bottom of the disk labeled “b” is on the right. 
Parts are molded with inlet gate on the top mold wall, and the location of inlet 
gate is visible at the center of each of the “a” figures. For more transparent 
disks, the inlet location is visible through the disk in the bottom picture as well. A 
thin black ring is visible around a substantial percentage of the perimeter of each 
disk is the shadow of the disk which is lit from above.
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 are photographs representing the baseline 
case of disks molded without flow channels. Figure 5.9 is from disk 0K4R 
containing 20% fiber volume fraction, and Figure 5.10 is from disk 0K4R 
containing 30% fiber volume fraction. Each disk is observed to have filled 
completely, and appears similar from both the top and bottom. The disk molded 
at 30% fiber volume fraction is less transparent, which can be determined by 
noting that Figure 5.10 is darker than Figure 5.9. In general, higher quality parts 
are observed to be more transparent due to lower void content. Lower volume 
fraction parts are also more transparent, as there is a mismatch in the index of 
refraction between the cured resin and the glass fibers. At lower volume 
fractions, there are fewer fiber-matrix interfaces, and more light passes through 
the part.
Several features can be seen in the photographs, which are not artifacts 
of the molding process. Small dark line segments are visible in both figures.
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Fiber mats are marked with a black felt tip pen so they can be cut to shape, and 
during handling some of the black glass fibers get spread. This also results in a 
black or green ring just inside the outer edge of some disks. Slight green 
discoloration is visible in the upper right quadrant in Figure 5.10a. Discoloration 
is due to an identifying label that has permanently discolored the surface of the 
disk. The slightly darker region in the top left of Figure 5.9a is due to slightly 
non-uniform lighting. Image processing is designed to highlight molding 
features, and also enhances this non-uniformity in the lighting which was 
undetectable to the eye during photographing. Since no dark region is visible in 
the photograph from the bottom of the disk, it can be ascertained that the dark 
region does not represent a less transparent region.
Figures 5.11-5.14 are photographs of disks molded in 1-Channel molds at 
fiber volume fractions of 10, 20, 30, and 40%, respectively. In each image, the 
resin remaining in the single flow channel after molding is visible in the picture 
from the top of the part. Damage to this resin can occur during demolding, such 
as the section visible on the right of Figure 5.14a. The disk depicted in Figure 
5.11, molded at 10% fiber volume fraction, is observed to be very transparent. 
This results from the low volume fraction. Large macrovoids are visible around 
the perimeter of the disk. Flow channel makes no observable difference in the 
low volume fraction case, as the two layers of preform do not completely fill the 
mold cavity, resulting in very high permeability throughout the cavity. At the 
three higher volume fractions, however, effect of channel on flow is dramatically 
visible.
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In Figure 5.12, a transparent band approximately 1 In. wide Is visible 
straddling the channel. This region Is the result of flow nearly uniformly moving 
out from the channels. Outside this band, there are two semicircular opaque 
high void content regions observed. These regions occur as a result of an 
unwanted side effect Induced by the channel. Fluid reaches the edge of the disk 
quickly through the channel, and finds a continued low resistance flow path 
between the preform and mold edge. The flow quickly circles the perimeter of 
the disk, then flows Inward trapping the semicircular region of air. Fluid traveling 
ahead at preform boundaries Is an effect called ray tracing, which Is typically 
avoided In RTM. At 20% volume fraction, permeability is lower, and a completely 
dry spot Is not observed In Figure 5.12, however dry spots are observed at 30%  
and 40% volume fractions In Figures 5.13 and 5.14, respectively. It Is thought 
that this Is due to more similar flow resistances between channels, edge gap, 
and preform, Resin Is also expected to more easily flowing Into the dry regions 
after molding, but before resin has cured. The dry region observed at 40%  
volume fraction Is observed to be smaller, and closer to the edge of the disk. At 
this higher volume fraction, more mat layers result In more layers touching the 
mold edge at any given location, resulting In less ray tracing. The linear fluid 
front In this case lasts longer before fluid completely rings the mold and creating 
the dry spot. All disks depicted In Figures 5.11-5.14 appear similar from both the 
top and bottom, two-dimensional flow may be a good approximation.
Figures 5.15-5.18 are photographs of disks molded using 2-Channel 
molds at fiber volume fractions of 10, 20, 30, and 40%, respectively. In each
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image, the resin remaining in the each flow channel after molding is visible in the 
picture taken of the top of the part. Parts molded utilizing 2-Channel mold are 
observed to be very similar in nature to those molded with 1-Channel molds. 
The part molded with 10% fiber volume fraction, depicted in Figure 5.15, is 
observed to have high transparency and no macrovoids or dry spots. At a 
slightly higher volume fraction of 20%, four regions of high void content with 
many large macrovoids are observed in each quadrant in Figure 5.16. At the 
higher two volume fractions of 30 and 40%, 4 quarter-circle shaped dry spots 
clearly resulting from air trapped by ray tracing effect are observed. A plus 
shaped area of resin around the two flow channels shows that initial flow is 
predicted-first filling the flow channel, then flowing out with a very linear flow front 
from the channels. In Figure 5.18, the dry section is observed to have a wider 
band of resin on the perimeter of the disk, indicating that significant flow 
occurred from the edge towards the center, and thus, high volume fraction is not 
a guarantee of reduced ray tracing effect. Dry areas in the 2-Channel mold are 
nearer to mold wall than those observed in 1-Channel mold indicating more of 
the disk has been filled when ray tracing effects become prominent.
To counteract ray tracing effects, channel length is shortened to cover 2/3 
the disk diameter, with channel centered at the inlet. Equation 5.5 can be used 
to show the pressure gradient near the edge of the disk is much lower than at the 
inlet, thus it is expected that the pressure relieving benefit of the channel will not 
be significantly reduced at this shortened channel length. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 
depict photographs of disks which were molded with a single flow channel.
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reduced to 67% of its original length containing 20% and 30% fiber volume 
fraction, respectively. At 20% volume fraction, a very small area of high void 
content is observed near the edge at the two locations furthest from the channel; 
otherwise visually the part quality appears quite good. At 30% volume fraction, a 
small internal dry area is visible in the same location. This dry area has been 
covered with resin on the top and mold walls, so it is completely encased in 
resin. The fact that these problem areas are near the mold wall indicates that 
the mold was nearly full before ray tracing effects took over and trapped air in the 
part. The patch of visible fibers visible at the top of Figure 5.20a is the result of 
damage during demolding, not the fill dynamics. Reducing channel length to 
67% is observed to significantly decrease ray tracing and improve part quality, 
however deficiencies are still present.
Disks are molded utilizing 2 flow channels reduced to 67% percent of the 
disk diameter. Figure 5.21 depicts disk molded with 20% fiber volume fraction, 
and Figure 5.22 depicts disk molded with 30% fiber volume fraction. Good part 
quality with no visible dry patches or void concentration zones is achieved in both 
cases. Parts are observed to be transparent, with channel resin being clearly 
visible through the part in the photographs taken from the bottom of the mold 
cavity. The two flow paths added by the second channel near the regions of air 
entrapment have eliminated problems observed in molded disks with 1-Channel 
mold. The four areas where voids might be expected between channels near the 
edge of the mold wall exhibit good part quality. The exit gate is just past the 
mold edge in these locations, and probably contributes to expulsion of voids at
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these locations. Additionally, at full channel length dry zones are observed to be 
nearer the channel edge for 2-Channel molds compared with 1-Channel molds, 
and the dry zones were already quite near the edge for 1 -Channel reduced to 2/3 
of the initial length.
Channel length is further reduced to 50% of the disk diameter in an effort 
to completely eliminate ray tracing effects. Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 are 
photographs of disks utilizing 1-Channel molds containing 20% and 30% fiber 
volume fraction, respectively, and Figure 5.25 and Figure 5.26 are photographs 
of disks utilizing 2-Channel molds containing 20% and 30% fiber volume fraction, 
respectively. Part quality for all disks molded at 50% channel length is observed 
to be good. Figure 5.26 is much less transparent than the others, however no 
specific problem areas are observed, or expected considering the 2-Channel 
mold had good part quality at longer channel length. The odd opaque disk is 
observed during fabrication, and is typically due to additional microvoids formed 
when exit clamps leak, allowing cure pressure to decrease. In Chapter 3, benefit 
of post fill cure pressure is discussed on molded parts. Four additional disks are 
molded utilizing 1-Channel and 2-Channel molds which have had the channel 
length further reduced to 1/3 the disk diameter and both 20% and 30% volume 
fraction. No further variation in part quality compared with 50% length channels 
is expected or observed. These fill parameters, however, are expected to yield 
useful pressure measurement results. Photographs of these disks are included 
for completeness in Figures 5.27-5.30.
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5.9 Identifying Intermediate Fluid Front Positions in Channel 
Molding
Transient fluid front shape during molding can be determined 
experimentally by direct observation of the fluid front through transparent mold 
walls, or by mounting sensors in the mold cavity which detect fluid contact [63]. 
In the present study, the fluid front shape is found by molding parts which are 
only partially filled. A series of parts are molded to gain a clearer understanding 
of flow pattern in disks molded using channels. During the filling stage, resin is 
only injected into the cavity for a fraction of the fill time, then the part is cured 
and demolded as usual. These “short shots” are performed using 2 and 4 
second fill times for selected channel configurations. Prior to curing, capillary 
effects drive some fluid motion at the fluid-air interface. The resulting interfaces 
observed in the cured part are believed to be rough compared to the fluid front at 
the moment injection stops, however interfaces still give a clear picture of the fill 
status.
Figures 5.31-5.36 contain photographs of disks molded utilizing a single 
flow channel which have been only partially filled. Figures 5.31 and 5.32 depict 
disks containing 20% and 30% glass preform, respectively, that were filled for 2 
seconds. Figures 5.33-5.36 depict disks containing 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%, 
respectively, filled for 4 seconds before curing. In Figure 5.31, the fluid is 
observed to have completely filled the channel, and fluid front has traveled a 
fairly uniform distance from the channel at all radial locations, which is similar to 
the expected behavior. The distance between the channel and the fluid front is
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observed to be slightly greater at a location between the mold wall and the 
symmetry line in the flow direction. This increase could be some combination of 
contracting flow area driving the fiuid forward and ray tracing effects at the edge. 
It is iikely that the effect is due to contraction rather than ray tracing, since the 
fluid front has advanced farthest at a location away from the mold boundary . In 
Figure 5.31b, the top of the fiuid front has advanced considerably farther than 
the bottom, indicating at startup through-the-thickness effects are important. At 
higher voiume fraction, fill pattern after 2 seconds is observed to be different. In 
Figure 5.32, several differences are observed in the disk molded at 30% fiber 
volume fraction. Fluid front is more uniform top to bottom, indicating that 
comparativeiy, fluid moves through the thickness more easily at the higher 
volume fraction, and thus, in-plane permeability has decreased more than 
through-the-thickness permeability. As a result, 2D flow models may be more 
applicable at higher volume fractions. Ray tracing effect is obvious in Figure 
5.32, with fiuid progressing much further aiong the edge of the disk.
Disks depicted in Figures 5.33-5.36 have been filled for 2 seconds longer, 
and additional volume fractions of 10% and 40% are included. At 10% volume 
fraction, presented in Figure 5.33, it is clear why dry spots are not observed in 
the compietely fiiled disk molded at this configuration, depicted in Figure 5.11. 
Channel has influenced the front shape, resulting in an oblong front as opposed 
to a circular front expected without flow channel. However, channel does not 
completely dictate flow shape as it did at higher voiume fractions. The observed 
fiow front shape in Figure 5.33 will not result in any weld lines or trapped air
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when it contacts the mold edge. Flow has barely contacted the center of the 
bottom mold wall In Figure 5.33b, even though the fluid front Is well advanced at 
the top mold wall In Figure 5.33a, making It apparent that flow Is mainly occurring 
between the preform and top mold walls. This will result In trapped air when the 
fluid begins to penetrate down through the thickness, and explains the large 
macrovoids observed In the final part depicted In Figure 5.11. The through-the- 
thickness flow Is similar to flow pattern In SCRIMP™ process. In SCRIMP™, 
however, macrovoids are avoided by evacuating air prior to filling with vacuum 
assistance.
Disks depicted In Figures 5.34 and 5.35 contain same volume fractions as 
those Figures 5.31 and 5.32, respectively, and can be directly compared. In 
Figure 5.34, It appears that flow area contraction effects continue to dominate 
ray tracing effects at 20% fiber volume fraction. Flow has advanced further 
ahead near the flow edges, but the thin band of resin along the edge visible In 
Figure 5.35, which Is an obvious ray tracing effect. Is not apparent In Figure 5.34. 
It Is possible that the higher permeability of 20% preform has allowed resin to 
more quickly flow from the edge Inward at the lower volume fraction. In Figure 
5.36, the disk molded at 40% fiber volume fraction Is observed to have 
significant ray tracing effect on one side. Asymmetric ray tracing effect observed 
In Figure 5.36 Is most Iikely result of preform not placed directly In the center of 
the cavity. Fluid front distance from channel and mold edge are similar and thus, 
mold edge appears to be behaving as an extended channel. This distance from 
channel Is much shorter and more uniform along channel length and at top and
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bottom mold walls than at lower volume fraction. The extreme mismatch In 
channel and preform permeability result in conditions which more closely match 
the assumptions the theoretical approximation was based on.
Two second short shots of disks molded with 2-Channels containing 20 
and 30% fiber volume fraction are depicted in Figures 5.37 and 5.38, 
respectively. Results are similar to those observed for 1-Channel molds, with 
flow area reduction effects visible in mold containing 20% fiber volume fraction, 
and ray tracing effects observed more prominently at the higher volume fraction. 
Through-the-thickness flow effects are visible in both figures, with top of the fluid 
front being more advanced. The 2-Channel mold is thought to exhibit transverse 
effects at two seconds while the 1-Channel mold did not at this point due to 
doubled total channel length. Fluid spends more time filling channels, and has 
double flow area afterwards, resulting in the extension of startup effect duration.
Photographs of four second short shots for 2-Channel molds are depicted 
in Figures 5.39-5.42. Volume fractions of 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% are 
represented in these figures. At 10% volume fraction, 2-Channel mold is 
observed to be quite different in Figure 5.39 compared to 1-Channel mold at this 
volume fraction. The 1-Channel mold exhibited flow between the top mold wall 
and the preform, with channels influencing, but not dominating front shape. In 
figure 5.39, flow front appears along the bottom mold wall, with fluid contacting 
top mold wall at random locations. Flow front shape is oblong and does not 
coincide with features that might be anticipated to result from the flow channels. 
It is believed that the flow probably followed a similar pattern as the 1 -Channel
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mold, and filled above the preform first, probably to an even larger extent as the 
flow front is observed to be more advanced. Subsequently, the fluid 
impregnated down through the preform under gravity effects and deposited on 
the bottom mold wall. It is unclear why gravity did not affect the 1-Channel 
molding. Perhaps different molding temperatures resulted in varied resin 
viscosity or quicker cure times for one of the parts.
Figure 5.40 is quite similar to Figure 5.37. These disks are molded at 
20% fiber volume fraction at 4 and 2 seconds, respectively. Bottom flow front 
has advanced to nearer to top after 4 seconds, however no additional flow 
features are observed. At 30% volume fraction. Figure 5.41 captures the flow at 
an interesting point. Flow front near the channels remains in a similar location as 
it has been after 2 seconds. Additional fluid injected has contributed to ray 
tracing effect. Ray tracing progressed at slightly different rates from the end of 
each channel, resulting in one quadrants which has trapped the which will 
ultimately lead to one of four dry spots, and the other three quadrants nearing 
that point. The size of the dry spot in Figure 5.41 is considerably larger than in 
the completed part (depicted in Figure 5.17). Air in the dry spot is apparently 
compressed as molding progresses. In Figure 5.42, the disk molded at 40%  
fiber content does not exhibit a stage of flow as advanced as that observed at 
30% fiber content after 4 seconds. It is possible that human error contributed to 
a shorter flow time for this disk. More likely, higher injection pressures at this 
high volume content has caused some of the fluid to contribute towards hose 
expansion. This is similar to problem encountered in pressure measurement
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experiments previously. Top flow front is ahead of bottom in this figure, 
indicating that with additional channel contributes to increased inlet effects even 
at high volume fraction. Comparing Figures 5.39-5.42, it is apparent that higher 
volume fraction contributes to a more linear flow front moving away from each 
channel, and that ray tracing effects are more prevalent and higher volume 
fractions.
The observed part quality for molded disks with channel length restricted 
to 50% of disk diameter was found to be superior to those molded at longer 
channel lengths. Four second short shots are performed for 1-Channel and 2- 
Channel disks using this reduced channel width. Photographs of these disks are 
contained in Figures 5.43-5.46. Figure 5.43 depicts a disk molded with 4 layers 
of preform and a single flow channel with channel length set to of 50% of the 
disk diameter. The observed fluid front is much rougher than other disks molded 
at 20% fiber content-possibly due to aforementioned temperature effects after 
filling. Fluid front shape Is much rounder compared with unblocked channel. 
Effect of rounder fluid front is less deviation in time fluid front first contacts mold 
edge, reducing likelihood of ray tracing effect and trapped air. At a higher 
volume fraction of 30%, depicted in Figure 5.44, the fluid front is very similar, 
however slightly less round. At higher volume fraction, radial flow from the inlet 
is delayed due to higher permeability. For 2-Channel molds, depicted in Figure 
5.45 for 20% fiber content, and 5.46 for 30% fiber content, fluid front shape is 
even closer to round. Only slight extension of front is observed in the channel 
directions.
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These four figures show significant difference in transient flow front 
compared with longer channels, and show why such improved part quality is 
observed for shorter channels. Flow for these cases deviates considerably from 
the assume flow used in theoretical approximations for the channel molds 
pressure, so deviation is expected at shorter channel length. Ray tracing effects 
are apparent within the first several seconds of molding at full channel length, 
however, so these curves are likely to deviate from predictions as well.
A small side study is performed, aimed at eliminating ray tracing for full 
length channels by removing flow path at disk edge. Prior to filling, hot glue is 
used to fill any potential flow gap at the disk edge. Parts are molded using 1 and 
2-Channels, at 20% and 30% fiber content. Figures 5.47-5.50 depict disks 
molded using hot glue. At 20% fiber content, void regions are observed to be 
significantly reduced for the 1-Channel mold, and completely eliminated for the 
2-Channel mold, as seen in Figure 5.49. At 30% fiber content, dry regions size 
is reducer for the 1-Channel mold in Figure 5.48, and are improved from a dry 
region to a high void region for the 2-Channel mold in Figure 5.49. The bottom 
of the 1-Channel disk depicted in Figure 5.48b sustained considerable damage 
during demolding, which can be distinguished from the dry region on close 
inspection. Although marked improvement is found for all cases, overall part 
quality is not improved enough to justify the overall configuration as viable. It 
may be possible to perform even better gap reduction, however the extra setup 
time most likely warrants addressing ray tracing issue by other means.
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5.10 Pressure Reduction Results Observed In Channel Molds
It has been demonstrated in previous sections that parts can be molded 
that contain no visually detectably defects utilizing some channel configurations. 
With proper selection of number of channels and channel length, no macrovoids 
are observed. However, pressure measurements are necessary to quantify 
achieved pressure reduction and justify the process. Experiments are performed 
to compare pressure reduction observed in 1-Channel and 2-Channel molds 
compared with 0-Channel mold. Since reduced channel length is required to 
achieve good part quality, experiments are also performed to compare pressure 
reduction observed at channel lengths of 0%, 33%, 50%, 67%, and 100% of the 
disk diameter. Experiments are repeated at two additional preform 
configurations designated in Table 5.2, each with a fill viscosity set to allow good 
range of pressure measurements, as channel molded disks show variation in fill 
properties based on preform configuration used. Figures 5.51-5.67 depict 
transient pressure data from these experiments. Each experiment is repeated 3 
times and each pressure curve in these charts represents an average of three 
experiments. Average curve is calculated by setting all curves to same start 
time, then taking a point by point pressure average.
Figures 5.51-5.56 depict results from pressure experiments performed 
with preform configuration TK4CH which involves 4 thick layers of chopped- 
strand glass fiber mat and corn syrup diluted to 11 Sep. Pressure results in 
Figure 5.51 represent the baseline pressure from a 0-Channel mold, along with 
pressure from 1 and 2-Channel molds with full channel length. Addition of a
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single channel Is observed to reduce significantly, with maximum observed 
pressure reduced by 68% from 158 to 49.8 kPa. A second flow channel further 
reduces the pressure by another 48% to a maximum observed inlet pressure of 
26.1 kPa. Total pressure reduction from 0-Channel to 2-Channel case is 83%. 
This is a considerable reduction in pressure, and demonstrates channels are an 
effective pressure combatant. Maximum pressure values for all experiments in 
this series are tabulated in Tables 5.3 and 5.4.
Pressure curve in Figure 5.51 is fit to 0-Channel mold data as previously 
described to obtain permeability using Equation 5.5. Permeability is used to 
predict theoretical approximations of pressure in 1 and 2-Channel molds using 
Equations 5.20 and 5.25, respectively. Theoretical pressure predictions are 
observed to be considerably lower than measured pressure curve for 
approximately 2/3 of the fill. At the end of filling, theoretical pressure predicts 
higher rate of pressure increase, which is not observed in the experimental filling. 
Predicted pressure is too high at the end of filling, which is anticipated as the 
assumptions for linear flow front break down at end of fill. Differences also arise 
from the observed deviation of flow front shape from assumed profile. However, 
1 and 2-Channel pressure curves are observed to increase nearly linearly for the 
duration, lending some credibility to the approximation. The linear increase of 
pressure as flow channels fill described previously is visible at the beginning of 
most fills with flow channel.
Figures 5.52-5.54 depict pressure results for TK4CH, at reduced channel 
lengths of 67%, 50%, and 33%, respectively. At each of these channel lengths.
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pressure reduction between first and second channel is lower in magnitude, 
resulting in a decrease in the percent improvement achieved by adding a second 
channel. Of primary interest are results at 50% channel length, depicted in 
Figure 5.53, as this is the maximum channel length at which quality parts could 
be molded consistently for any number of channels and at any volume fraction. 
Pressure reduction from 0-Channel mold to 1-Channel blocked to 50% of its 
original length is 59%; pressure reduction for 2-Channels is by 64%. At this 
channel length, the addition of a second channel may not be worth the gain in 
reduced pressure.
Pressure results for TK4CH are presented grouped by number of 
channels in Figure 5.55 for 1-Channel and 5.56 for 2-Channels. These figures 
are useful to observe the effect of channel length on pressure reduction. The 
minimum reduction in pressure is observed at 33% channel length, with 50%  
reduction achieved by 1 channel, and 58% reduction for 2-Channels. Even at 
these short channel lengths, significant reduction in pressure is observed. For 1- 
Channel mold, little gain is observed when increasing channel length from 67%  
to 100%, however improvements are observed with each channel length 
increase for 2-Channel molds.
Fill experiments are repeated for configuration TN8CH, which has almost 
same fiber volume fraction, but uses 8 layers of thin preform to achieve it. 
TN8CH uses corn syrup diluted to 138 cp as the filling fluid. Results for these 
fills are presented in Figures 5.57-5.62. The fluid viscosity is increased for these 
experiments to compensate for increased permeability and flow channels in
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order to achieve same magnitude of pressure as was observed for 0-Channel 
mold in Figure 5.57. Other pressures scale similarly in this set of results 
compared with TK4CH, with similar decreases In maximum pressures of 70% for 
1 unblocked channel, and 82% for 2 unblocked channels observed in Figure 
5.57. Theoretical pressure curves in Figure 5.57 are slightly closer to measured 
values than those in Figure 5.51. This is unexpected, as pressures are all similar 
in magnitude and relationship. The discrepancy occurs due to inlet permeability 
curve fit. Inlet permeabilities for this study are tabulated In Table 5.5. Table 5.5 
also contains permeability results from similar volume fractions of the two 
preform types determined in Chapter 4. Permeability measured at the inlet is 
similar in magnitude and follows similar trends, but does not differ as much 
between preform configurations. Significant inlet effects need to be reduced 
before accurate permeabilities can be measured. Additionally, more 
measurements need to be taken to reduce statistical deviation, as results do not 
fall outside the range of individual measurements made in Chapter 4.
Figures 5.58-5.60 depict pressure results for reduced channel lengths 
reduced to 67%, 50%, and 33% of disk diameter, respectively. Percent 
reductions in pressure are nearly identical for each of these sets of curves. For 
channel length of 50%, identified as maximum channel length that quality disks 
can be fabricated using 1-Channel mold, 40% decrease in pressure is observed 
for single channel case. For channel length of 67%, the length which yielded 
defect free parts utilizing 2-Channel mold, pressure reduction of 71% is 
observed. At same channel length reduction in pressure due to second channel
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is limited, however ability to increase channel length gives 2-Channel molds a 
significant advantage in this case.
In Figures 5.61 and 5.62, pressure results are again segregated into 
figures for 1 and 2-Channels. In Figure 5.61, differences are observed for 1- 
Channel mold compared with results for 4 thick mats. Almost identical pressure 
curves are observed for 33% and 50% channel lengths in Figure 5.61, while in 
Figure 5.55 reduction in pressure was observed over this range of channel 
lengths. However, thick mats were observed to have nearly identical pressure 
curves for 67% and 100% channel lengths, while difference is observed in thin 
mat pressure curves for these channel lengths. Some small variation in flow 
patterns exists between these two configurations that changes the maximum 
channel lengths after which no pressure change is observed.
Results for TN12CH are presented in Figures 5.63-5.67. TN12CH  
represents a higher volume fraction of =30%, composed of 12 thin mats, which is 
injected with a lower viscosity corn syrup blend (// = 62.4 cp). Pressure results 
were unobtainable for 100% channel length, as ray tracing effects caused filling 
to end too soon after flow is initiated. The first set of curves, presented in Figure 
5.63, are for channel length of 67% of disk diameter. Theoretical pressure 
curves are given on this chart, but are not directly comparable to any 
experimental data. At the higher volume fraction of TN12CH, addition of second 
flow channel is observed to have more significant effect on pressure reduction 
compared with lower volume fractions. For curves in Figure 5.63, maximum 
pressure is reduced by 57% for 1-Channel and and 77% for 2 flow channels.
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Reduction percentage Is similar to that observed lower volume fractions for 2- 
Channels mold, however the single channel is less effective at this channel 
length. From 5.64, pressure reduction for 1-Channel mold compared to 0- 
Channel is calculated to be 59% for 50% channel length, which is better than the 
reduction observed at lower volume fraction. Reduction in pressure for 2- 
Channel mold at 67% volume fraction is already given as 77%. Figures 5.66 and 
5.67 group pressure results into those for 1 and 2-Channel molds, respectively. 
An important result, visible in these figures, is the similarity for both 1 or 2- 
Channel pressure measurements between channel lengths of 50% and 67%. 
This corresponds with very little difference in observed properties for parts 
molded with these channel lengths. This indicates that channel length must be 
carefully selected, as regions resulting in excess scrap and cleanup with no 
benefit to injection pressure exist.
5.11 Concluding Remarks
Addition of channels to RTM is shown to considerably reduce required 
injection pressure. Optical characterization of molded parts indicate that 
potential exists for macrovoids and degradation of part quality due to the addition 
of flow channels in the mold. This is mainly due to ray tracing effects, however 
combined study shows that channels can be configured such that good part 
quality is observed in conjunction with substantial reduction in pressure. 
Channel molding has several drawbacks, such as additional scrap and the 
necessity to remove the resin tabs from the final parts, but it is thought that
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overall cost savings will result from the substantial reduction in pressure. In 
some cases, it is anticipated that the flow channels can be designed directly into 
the part, eliminating the need for their removal.
Greatest decrease in maximum observed fill pressure resulting from the 
addition of one flow channel is by 57%. This value is given for a channel length 
of 50% the disk diameter, which is the maximum channel length at which high 
quality parts are consistently observed. For channel lengths greater than 50%, 
further reduction in pressure is observed. However, large dry areas are 
observed in the molded parts for these channel lengths, thus part quality is 
unacceptable and no overall improvement is claimed. The addition of a second 
channels yields greater reduction in maximum observed fill pressure of 77%. 
The second flow channel is beneficial at reducing pressure because it adds a 
second low resistance flow path that brings fluid directly to the center of the large 
dry area observed in 1-Channel molded parts. This allows further pressure 
reduction as channel length at which no dry areas are observed is 67%, which is 
greater than the 1 -Channel case. Overall, Addition of flow channels is shown to 
significantly reduce fill pressure as long as parameters such as channel length 
and channel location are correctly selected.
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Figure 5.1 a:(left) Original top mold wall with no flow channels; b:(middle) Top mold wall with a single flow channel;
c:(right) Top mold wall with two perpendicular flow channels
Table 5.1 Experimental configurations of fabricated disks used to observe effect
of different channel configurations on molded parts
Designation Channeis Channei
Length
Fiil Time Mat Layers 
(s vf)
Speciai
0K4R 0 NA Complete 4 (20%) none
0K6R 0 NA Complete 6 (30%) none
1K2R 1 100% Complete 2 (10%) none
1K4R 1 100% Complete 4 (20%) none
1K6R 1 100% Complete 6 (30%) none
1K8R 1 100% Complete 8 (40%) none
2K2R 2 100% Complete 2(10% ) none
2K4R 2 100% Complete 4 (20%) none
2K6R 2 100% Complete 6 (30%) none
2K8R 2 100% Complete 8 (40%) none
1K4R-1/3B 1 67% Complete 4 (20%) none
1K6R-1/3B 1 67% Complete 6 (30%) none
2K4R-1/3B 2 67% Complete 4 (20%) none
2K6R-1/3B 2 67% Complete 6 (30%) none
1K4R-1/2B 1 50% Complete 4 (20%) none
1K6R-1/2B 1 50% Complete 6 (30%) none
2K4R-1/2B 2 50% Complete 4 (20%) none
2K6R-1/2B 2 50% Complete 6 (30%) none
1K4R-2/3B 1 33% Complete 4 (20%) none
1K6R-2/3B 1 33% Complete 6 (30%) none
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Table 5.1 (cont.)
Designation Channels Channel
Length
Fill Time Mat Layers 
(=vf)
Special
2K4R-2/3B 2 33% Complete 4 (20%) none
2K6R-2/3B 2 33% Complete 6 (30%) none
1K4R-SS2 1 100% 2 s 4 (20%) Short shot
1K6R-SS2 1 100% 2 s 6 (30%) Short shot
1K2R-SS4 1 100% 4 s 2 (10%) Short shot
1K4R-SS4 100% 4 s 4 (20%) Short shot
1K6R-SS4 1 100% 4 s 6 (30%) Short shot
1K8R-SS4 1 100% 4 s 8 (40%) Short shot
2K4R-SS2 2 100% 2 s 4(20% ) Short shot
2K6R-SS2 2 100% 2 s 6 (30%) Short shot
2K2R-SS4 2 100% 4 s 2(10% ) Short shot
2K4R-SS4 2 100% 4 s 4 (20%) Short shot
2K6R-SS4 2 100% 4 s 6 (30%) Short shot
2K8R-SS4 2 100% 4 s 8 (40%) Short shot
1K4R-1/2B-
SS4
1 50% 4 s 4 (20%) Short shot
1K6R-1/2B-
SS4
1 50% 4 s 6 (30%) Short shot
2K4R-1/2B-
SS4
2 50% 4 s 4 (20%) Short shot
2K6R-1/2B-
SS4
2 50% 4 s 6 (30%) Short shot
1K4R-HG 1 100% Complete 4 (20%) Hot glue*
1K6R-HG 1 100% Complete 6 (30%) Hot glue*
2K4R-HG 2 100% Complete 4 (20%) Hot glue*
2K6R-HG 2 100% Complete 6 (30%) Hot glue*
'Edge of mold cavity filled with hot glue to reduce ray-tracing pathways.
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Table 5.2 Experimental configurations used to examine effect of channels on
pressure reduction
Designation Description Corn
Syrup
Viscosity
(cp)
Voiume 
fraction in 
moid {Vf)
TK4CH 4 thick layers of chopped- 
strand glass fiber mat. Planar 
density-
listed: 0.459 kg/m^ (1.5 oz/ft^) 
Measured: 0.4356+/-0.0060  
kg/m^ (95% confidence)
118 =20%
TN8CH 8 thin layers of chopped-strand 
glass fiber mat. Planar 
density-
listed: 0.228 kg/m^ (0.75 
oz/ft^)
Measured: 0.2148+/-0.0022 
kg/m^ (95% confidence)
138 =20%
TN12CH 12 thin layers of chopped- 
strand glass fiber mat. Planar 
density-
listed: 0.228 kg/m^ (0.75 
oz/ft^)
Measured: 0.2148+/-0.0022 
kg/m^ (95% confidence)
63.2 =30%
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Figure 5.2 Pressure curves obtained from center-gated disk containing 21.2% fiberglass preform at R  =12.7 mm
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Figure 5.3 Pressure difference observed between inlet and R  =12.7 mm from center-gated disk containing 21.2%
fiberglass preform
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Figure 5.4 First second of inlet pressure measurement for 0-Channel and 1-Channel molds containing 4 layers (=20%) 
of thick fiberglass preform impregnated with 118 cp corn syrup. Channel length set to disk radius. Each curve
represents average of three pressure profiles
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Figure 5.5 Diagram of geometry used to calculate theoretical inlet pressure for 1-Channel mold. Only one half of flow
drawn due to symmetry
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Figure 5.6 Diagram of geometry used to calculate theoretical inlet pressure for 2-Channel mold
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Figure 5.7 Theoretical inlet pressures for 0,1,  and 2-Channel molds
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Figure 5.8 Photograph of all molded disks used to determine effect of flow channels on filling
Figure 5.9 Photograph of disk 0K4R molded with 4 layers of preform and no
flow channels, a: top; b: bottom
Figure 5.10 Photograph of disk 0K6R molded with 6 layers of preform and no
flow channels, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.11 Photograph of disk 1K2R molded with 2 layers of preform and 1
flow channel, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.12 Photograph of disk 1K4R molded with 4 layers of preform and 1
flow  channel, a: top; b; bottom
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Figure 5.13 Photograph of disk 1K6R molded with 6 layers of preform and 1
flow channel, a: top; b: bottom
Figure 5.14 Photograph of disk 1K8R molded with 8 layers of preform and 1
flow channel, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.15 Photograph of disk 2K2R molded with 2 layers of preform and 2
flow channels, a: top; b: bottom
Figure 5.16 Photograph of disk 2K4R molded with 4 layers of preform and 2
flow channels, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.17 Photograph of disk 2K6R molded with 6 layers of preform and 2
flow channels, a: top; b: bottom
Figure 5.18 Photograph of disk 2K8R molded with 8 layers of preform and 2
flow channels, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.19 Photograph of disk 1K4R-1/3B molded with 4 layers of preform and 
1 flow channel which has had the final 1/3 of its length blocked, a: top; b:
bottom
Figure 5.20 Photograph of disk 1K6R-1/3B molded with 6 layers of preform and
1 flow channel which has had the final 1/3 of its length blocked, a; top; b:
bottom
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1Figure 5.21 Photograph of disk 2K4R-1/3B molded with 4 layers of preform and 
2 flow channels which have had the final 1/3 of their length blocked, a:
top; b: bottom
i
Figure 5.22 Photograph of disk 2K6R-1/3B molded with 6 layers of preform and
2 flow channels which have had the final 1/3 of their length blocked, a:
top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.23 Photograph of disk 1K4R-1/2B molded with 4 layers of preform and 
1 flow channel which has had the final 1/2 of its length blocked, a: top; b:
bottom
Figure 5.24 Photograph of disk 1K6R-1/2B molded with 6 layers of preform and
1 flow channel which has had the final 1/2 of its length blocked, a: top; b:
bottom
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Figure 5.25 Photograph of disk 2K4R-1/2B molded with 4 layers of preform and 
2 flow channels which have had the final 1/2 of their length blocked, a:
top: b: bottom
Figure 5.26 Photograph of disk 2K6R-1/2B molded with 6 layers of preform and
2 flow channels which have had the final 1/2 of their length blocked, a:
top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.27 Photograph of disk 1K4R-2/3B molded with 4 layers of preform and 
1 flow channel which has had the final 2/3 of its length blocked, a: top; b:
bottom
Figure 5.28 Photograph of disk 1K6R-2/3B molded with 6 layers of preform and
1 flow channel which has had the final 2/3 of its length blocked, a: top; b:
bottom
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Figure 5.29 Photograph of disk 2K4R-2/3B molded with 4 layers of preform and 
2 flow channels which have had the final 2/3 of their length blocked, a:
top; b: bottom
Figure 5.30 Photograph of disk 2K6R-2/3B molded with 6 layers of preform and
2 flow channels which have had the final 2/3 of their length blocked, a:
top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.31 Photograph of disk 1K4R-SS2 molded with 4 layers of preform and 
1 flow channel. Partially filled for 2 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
Figure 5.32 Photograph of disk 1K6R-SS2 molded with 6 layers of preform and
1 flow channel. Partially filled for 2 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.33 Photograph of disk 1K2R-SS4 molded with 2 layers of preform and 
1 flow channel. Partially filled for 4 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
■
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Figure 5.34 Photograph of disk 1K4R-SS4 molded with 4 layers of preform and
1 flow  channel. Partially filled for 4 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.35 Photograph of disk 1K6R-SS4 molded with 6 layers of preform and 
1 flow channel. Partially filled for 4 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.36 Photograph of disk 1K8R-SS4 molded with 8 layers of preform and
1 flow  channel. Partially filled for 4 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.37 Photograph of disk 2K4R-SS2 molded with 4 layers of preform and 
2 flow channels. Partially filled for 2 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
Figure 5.38 Photograph of disk 2K6R-SS2 molded with 6 layers of preform and
2 flow channels. Partially filled for 2 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.39 Photograph of disk 2K2R-SS4 molded with 2 layers of preform and 
2 flow channels. Partially filled for 4 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.40 Photograph of disk 2K4R-SS4 molded with 4 layers of preform and
2 flow channels. Partially filled for 4 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.41 Photograph of disk 2K6R-SS4 molded with 6 layers of preform and 
2 flow channels. Partially filled for 4 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
Figure 5.42 Photograph of disk 2K8R-SS4 molded with 8 layers of preform and
2 flow channels. Partially filled for 4 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.43 Photograph of disk 1K4R-1/2B-SS4 molded with 4 layers of 
preform and 1 flow channel which has had the final 1/2 of its length 
blocked. Partially filled for 4 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.44 Photograph of disk 1K6R-1/2B-SS4 molded with 6 layers of 
preform and 1 flow channel which has had the final 1/2 of its length 
blocked. Partially filled for 4 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.45 Photograph of disk 2K4R-1/2B-SS4 molded with 4 layers of 
preform and 2 flow channels which have had the final 1/2 of their length 
blocked. Partially filled for 4 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
Figure 5.46 Photograph of disk 2K6R-1/2B-SS4 molded with 6 layers of 
preform and 2 flow channels which have had the final 1/2 of their length 
blocked. Partially filled for 4 seconds, a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.47 Photograph of disk 1K4R-HG molded with 4 layers of preform and 
1 flow channel. Mold cavity surrounding preform filled with a ring of hot 
glue prior to filling., a: top; b: bottom
Figure 5.48 Photograph of disk 1K6R-HG molded with 6 layers of preform and
1 flow channel. Mold cavity surrounding preform filled with a ring of hot
glue prior to filling., a: top; b; bottom
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Figure 5.49 Photograph of disk 2K4R-HG molded with 4 layers of preform and 
2 flow channels. Mold cavity surrounding preform filled with a ring of hot 
glue prior to filling., a: top; b: bottom
Figure 5.50 Photograph of disk 2K6R-HG molded with 6 layers of preform and
2 flow  channels. Mold cavity surrounding preform filled with a ring of hot
glue prior to filling., a: top; b: bottom
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Figure 5.51 Inlet pressure measurement for 0, 1, and 2-Channel molds containing 4 layers (=20%) of thick fiberglass
preform impregnated with 118 cp corn syrup. Channel length set to disk radius. Bold curves are theoretically
generated. Each experimental curve represents average of three pressure profiles
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Figure 5.52 Inlet pressure measurement for 0, 1, and 2-Channel molds containing 4 layers (=20%) of tfiick fiberglass
preform impregnated with 118 cp corn syrup. Channel length set to 67% of disk radius. Each curve represents
average of three pressure profiles
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Figure 5.53 Inlet pressure measurement for 0, 1, and 2-Channel molds containing 4 layers (=20%) of thick fiberglass
preform impregnated with 118 cp corn syrup. Channel length set to 50% of disk radius. Each curve represents
average of three pressure profiles
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Figure 5.54 Inlet pressure measurement for 0, 1, and 2-Channel molds containing 4 layers (=20%) of thick fiberglass
preform impregnated with 118 cp corn syrup. Channel length set to 33% of disk radius. Each curve represents
average of three pressure profiles
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Figure 5.55 Inlet pressure measurement for 1-Channel molds containing 4 layers (=20%) of thick fiberglass preform 
impregnated with 118 cp corn syrup for channel lengths blocked to 33, 50, 67, and 100% of the disk radius. Limiting 
case is 0% channel length, represented by 0 Channel mold. Each curve represents average of three pressure
profiles
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Figure 5.56 Inlet pressure measurement for 2-Channel molds containing 4 layers (=20%) of thick fiberglass preform 
impregnated with 118 cp corn syrup for channel lengths blocked to 33, 50, 67, and 100% of the disk radius. Limiting 
case is 0% channel length, represented by O-Channel mold. Each curve represents average of three pressure
profiles
Table 5.3 Maximum pressures (kPa) measured for 1-Channei molds with 
different channel lengths, expressed as percentage of disk radius, using 
different molding configurations. Average from three filling for each disk
Pressure
(kPa)
0%
(O-Channel)
33% 50% 67% 100%
(unblocked)
TK4CH 158 78.5 64.5 53.1 49.8
TN8CH 147 87.3 87.2 63.9 44.6
TN12CH 192 106 77.8 82.7 *
Configuration does not yield meaningful pressure data.
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Table 5.4 Maximum pressures (kPa) measured for 2-Channel molds with 
different channel lengths, expressed as percentage of disk radius, using 
different molding configurations. Average from three filling for each disk
Pressure
(kPa)
0%
(O-Channel)
33% 50% 67% 100%
(unblocked)
TK4CH 158 66.2 56.7 40.6 26.1
TN8CH 147 73.0 63.7 42.3 26.5
TN12CH 192 92.4 48.3 44.4
Configuration does not yield meaningful pressure data.
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Figure 5.57 Inlet pressure m easurem ent for 0 ,1 ,  and 2-Channel molds containing 8 layers (=20%) of thin fiberglass
preform impregnated with 138 cp corn syrup. Channel length set to disk radius. Bold curves are theoretically
generated. Each experimental curve represents average of three pressure profiles
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Figure 5.58 Inlet pressure measurement for 0, 1, and 2-Channei molds containing 8 layers (=20%) of thin fiberglass
preform impregnated with 138 cp corn syrup. Channel length set to 67% of disk radius. Each curve represents
average of three pressure profiles
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Figure 5.59 Inlet pressure measurement for 0, 1, and 2 Channel molds containing 8 layers (=20%) of thin fiberglass
preform impregnated with 138 cp corn syrup. Channel length set to 50% of disk radius. Each curve represents
average of three pressure profiles
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Figure 5.60 Inlet pressure measurement for 0, 1, and 2-Channel molds containing 8 layers (=20%) of thin fiberglass
preform impregnated with 138 cp corn syrup. Channel length set to 33% of disk radius. Each curve represents
average of three pressure profiles
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Figure 5.61 Inlet pressure measurement for 1-Channel molds containing 8 layers (=20%) of thin fiberglass preform 
impregnated with 138 cp corn syrup for channel lengths blocked to 33, 50, 67, and 100% of the disk radius. Limiting 
case is 0% channel length, represented by O-Channel mold. Each curve represents average of three pressure
profiles
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Figure 5.62 inlet pressure measurement for 2-Channe! molds containing 8 layers (=20%) of thin fiberglass preform 
impregnated with 138 cp corn syrup for channel lengths blocked to 33, 50, 67, and 100% of the disk radius. Limiting 
case is 0% channel length, represented by O-Channel mold. Each curve represents average of three pressure
profiles
Table 5.5 Measured permeability values obtained from curve fitting inlet pressure 
data
Configuration Permeabiiity 
obtained from curve 
fit to transient inlet 
pressure data 
(10"'° m^ )
Reference 
permeabiiity from 
similarly volume 
fraction using wall 
mounted transducer 
(10"*° m^ )
TK4CH 12.4 5.3
TN8CH 12.7 7.8
TN12CH 10.2 2.8
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Figure 5.63 Inlet pressure measurement for 0, 1, and 2-Channel molds containing 12 layers (=30%) of thin fiberglass 
preform impregnated with 63.2 cp corn syrup. Channel length set to 67% of disk radius. Bold curves are 
theoretically generated for 100% channel length. Each experimental curve represents average of three pressure
profiles
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Figure 5.64 Inlet pressure measurement for 0, 1, and 2-Channel molds containing 12 layers (=30%) of thin fiberglass
preform impregnated with 63.2 cp corn syrup. Channel length set to 50% of disk radius. Each curve represents
average of three pressure profiles
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Figure 5.65 Inlet pressure measurement for 0, 1, and 2-Channel molds containing 12 layers (=30%) of thin fiberglass 
preform impregnated with 63.2 cp corn syrup. Channel length set to 33% of disk radius. Each curve represents
average of three pressure profiles
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Figure 5.66 Inlet pressure measurement for 1-Channel molds containing 12 layers (=30%) of thin fiberglass preform 
impregnated with 63.2 cp corn syrup for channel lengths blocked to 33, 50, and 67% of the disk radius. Limiting 
case is 0% channel length, represented by O-Channel mold. Each curve represents average of three pressure
profiles
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Figure 5.67 Inlet pressure measurement for 2-Channel molds containing 12 layers (=30%) of thin fiberglass preform 
impregnated with 63.2 cp corn syrup for channel lengths blocked to 33, 50, and 67%  of the disk radius. Limiting 
case is 0% channel length, represented by O-Channel mold. Each curve represents average of three pressure
profiles
6 Concluding Remarks
Effects of process parameters on resin transfer molding process are 
experimentally Identified. Injection rate and post-flll cure pressure are varied, 
and resulting change In mechanical properties and observed void content 
recorded. Trends are observed, with Increased Injection rate resulting In 
reduced mechanical properties due to change In void shape and Increase In void 
content. Tensile strength Is found to decrease by 12% and stiffness Is found to 
decrease by 14% over range of flow rate studied. Addition of post-flll cure 
pressure of 683 kPa to the process Is found to reduce void content from 0.72%  
to 0.35%, resulting In Improvements of 15% to strength and 13% to elastic 
modulus. Mechanical properties are correlated with void content, revealing 
several Important trends. Properties are found to decrease with Increasing void 
content up to 0.5%, however no degradation In properties Is observed beyond
0.5% void content. Significant rate of change Is observed at lowest achieved 
void content of 0.34%, Indicating better properties are attainable. This Is an 
Important finding, as void content less than 1% Is often considered “good” In 
literature. Total Improvement In overall mechanical properties of nearly 30% Is 
achieved by combining highest packing pressure and lowest flow rate, thus good 
control over these parameters Is thought to have potential Industrial benefit. 
Experimental description of effect of process parameters on molded parts Is 
Important. In Industry, common practice Is to vary process parameters via trial 
and error to find combination that yields best results. Trends observed 
experimentally can enhance this process with Intelligent selection.
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Preform used in resin transfer molding is described in the second part of 
the presented study. Effect of fiber volume fraction and mat thickness on 
mechanical properties and injection pressure of resin transfer molded disks are 
presented. Mechanical properties are known to increase with fiber content. 
Experimentally, linear increase of about 150% for ultimate tensile strength, and 
100% for elastic modulus and short-beam shear strength are observed as fiber 
content increases from 9.8% and 33.1%. Mat thickness, or planar preform 
density, is observed to have insignificant effect on mechanical properties at 
same fiber content. Measured properties include elastic modulus, tensile 
strength, and short-beam shear strength. However, mat thickness is shown to 
have significant effect on injection pressure, resulting from up to 226% higher 
permeability of thin mats. The finding is significant, as ability to increase 
permeability without reduction in mechanical properties has several important 
and cost saving advantages. Higher permeabilities allow for lower molding 
pressure and thus less expensive molding equipment, higher injection rates at 
same molding pressure for greater production rate, or higher fiber content and 
improved properties with same molding pressure.
Preform permeability is measured using a new measurement technique. 
Presented method allows permeability to be measured using the transient 
pressure data from a single pressure transducer. Techniques currently used in 
the literature require use of multiple transducers or tracking of fluid front motion 
in addition to pressure measurement. An alternate permeability measurement 
technique is presented to utilize injection pressure readings. Permeability is
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obtained by fitting theoretical pressure curve generated from the known injection 
rate to pressure measurements. Excessive inlet effects observed in the present 
molding setup lead to higher error in permeability measurements obtained in this 
manner. It is recommended that continued research be performed with an 
improved setup to fully demonstrate measurement technique. Injection pressure 
can be obtained without mounting a transducer in the mold cavity, thus method is 
non-intrusive and could be used to obtain preform data in industrial applications.
A new molding process is presented, in which channels are formed in 
mold walls and utilized in traditional RTM. Goal is to reduce molding pressure 
requirements in the latter process. Addition of channels is shown to considerably 
reduce required injection pressure, with achievements of up to 77% reduction in 
molding pressure. Disk-shaped parts are molded at a variety of channel 
configurations, varying channel length and number of channels. Parts are 
visually inspected for void content and defects. Ray tracing effects are identified 
as cause of defects for some channel configurations, as flow reaches mold edge 
early, however these effects are eliminated by reducing channel length and 
adding additional channels.
The natural next step to validate effectiveness of using channels is void 
content analysis and mechanical characterization of molded parts. Macrovoids 
resulting from the use of channels are unquestionable, however only qualitative 
data is available from visual comparison. Although differences in void content 
are obvious due to improved clarity for better parts, quantitative data is 
necessary to fully understand potential negative effects.
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For presented results, exit gate location remained fixed, and artifacts 
resulting from addition of channels to the process were dealt with by changing 
number of channels and channel length. Many variations of this approach could 
yield beneficial improvements. Channel depth and width are variables that can 
be modified in a straightforward manner. Channels are shown to be quite 
effective, thus decrease in flow area may yield good pressure reduction with 
decreased scrap. Deeper, narrower channels could reduce effort required to 
remove excess material from final part. In contrast, shallow, wider channels 
could be used in some instances, leaving a ridge on the part that might not need 
to be removed at all. Tapered channel walls, or complete change in channel 
profile, e.g., a semicircle, could be used to allow for easier demolding and may 
also leave ridges that can remain permanently on the part in some cases. A T- 
shaped profile may result in more difficult demolding, but could combine 
increased flow area, with smaller contact area on the mold surface.
Numerous studies in literature address fluid front shape in RTM. Many of 
the presented methods could be readily applied to new molding process by 
assuming inlet gate shape includes channels, or by setting local permeability in 
area covered by channels to the much higher equivalent permeability calculated 
for channel flow. Numerical analysis of channel molding can more quickly cover 
a range of channel configurations compared with experimentally molding parts. 
It would also lend nicely to other optimization approaches, such as moving exit 
gate location to final location of flow front for any channel configuration, rather 
than modify the channel configuration to obtain better results.
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8 Appendix A: Data Tables
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Table 6.1 Tensile strength data (in kPa) for position 1 and position 2 specimens
used to quantify effects of injection rate on properties for each injection
rate. Packing pressure=228 kPa
0.067 cm'*/s 0.2 cm /^s 0.6 cm /^s 1 cm /^s
105.8 90.0 102.5 93.2
117.3 97.5 103.1 99.0
118.3 98.1 106.0 105.6
119.8 100.3 106.4 105.9
121.3 107.7 114.7 110.5
122.0 109.4 115.3 113.7
129.8 113.4 122.5 113.8
134.8 115.5 115.9
134.9 115.5 116.8
141.7 116.7 117.0
117.3 118.1
117.9 124.3
118.0 125.0
118.4
122.1
126.7
126.8
127.3
131.0
135.5
144.4
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Table 6.2 Stiffness data (In kPa) for all position 1 and position 2 specimens used
to quantify effects of Injection rate on properties for each Injection rate.
Packing pressure=228 kPa
0.067 cm /^s 0.2 cm /^s 0.6 cm /^s 1 cm /^s
8233 4157 7942 7100
8724 4309 8283 7710
9344 6997 8703 7767
9501 7797 8819 8021
9651 8023 9021 8198
10040 8310 9379 8467
10063 8778 9714 8528
10269 8890 9040
10963 8973 9116
11668 8982 9311
9167 9375
9183 9398
9326 10002
9400
9645
9784
9994
10044
10085
10160
10523
11238
11299
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Table 6.3 Tensile strength data (in kPa) for position 1 and position 2 specimens
used to quantify effects of packing pressure on properties for each packing
pressure. Injection rate=0.067 cm^/s
UTS (kPa) OkPa 228 kPa 455 kPa 683 kPa
Position 1 131.0 125.8 130.3 136.5
118.0 111.3 134.5 143.9
144.9 103.6 141.9 141.5
124.1 147.6 132.7 134.4
119.1 140.3 149.6 131.3
119.8 103.4 145.0 146.6
121.0 132.9 129.5 163.4
138.1 128.0 127.9 143.9
137.2
121.9
Position 2 121.4 137.0 135.8 135.3
120.0 126.8 143.3 142.3
133.5 143.9 114.2 159.5
121.1 146.5 136.7 154.8
105.5 137.1 158.0 136.2
119.8 123.9 151.7 153.5
128.7 124.6 119.8 140.5
136.2 93.6 136.3
124.1
123.3
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Table 6.4 Stiffness data (in kPa) for position 1 and position 2 specimens used to
quantify effects of packing pressure on properties for each packing
pressure. Injection rate=0.067 cm^/s
(kPa) 0 kPa 228 kPa 455 kPa 683 kPa
Position 1 10311 9794 11725 12422
10239 11013 12128 12824
11532 11832 12054 11426
10605 12206 12129 11352
10420 11499 13170 12051
11161 9577 12023 12020
10902 11018 10907 11501
10828 9683 11241 12496
10760
10351
Position 2 10425 11612 11199 12014
9868 10981 11538 11829
11785 11389 11315 11977
11643 11278 12533 11909
10269 11646 12502 13489
11198 10017 12507 13312
10641 10425 12085 12419
10902 9609 11278
10907
10202
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Table 6.5 Void shape distribution data (in %) and total voids based on packing
pressure. Injection rate=0.067 cm /s
0 kPa 228 kPa 455 kPa 683 kPa
Circular ((p=12.58) 23.8 9.9 17.6 1.8
Ellipsoidal/Irregular
(12.58<(p<20) 70.9 62.0 44.6 60.0
Very Irregular 
(<P>20) 5.3 28.2 37.8 38.2
TOTAL VOIDS 208 71 74 55
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Table 6.6 Void size distribution data (in %) and total voids based on packing
pressure. Injection rate=0.067 cm^/s
SIZE (microns) 0 kPa 228 kPa 455 kPa 683 kPa
20-30 0 0.0 1.4 0.0
30-40 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
40-50 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
50-60 5.3 7.0 2.7 0.0
60-70 13.6 7.0 4.1 3.6
70-80 12.6 9.9 4.1 3.6
80-90 19.4 2.8 2.7 3.6
90-100 9.2 5.6 9.5 1.8
100-150 24.3 28.2 35.1 27.3
150-200 4.4 14.1 13.5 27.3
200-250 4.4 7.0 8.1 7.3
250-300 2.4 4.2 5.4 9.1
300-350 0.5 5.6 8.1 3.6
350-400 0.0 5.6 5.4 7.3
400-450 0.0 1.4 0.0 1.8
450-500 0.0 1.4 0.0 3.6
TOTAL VOIDS 206 71 74 55
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Table 6.7 Tensile strength of each specimen (in kPa) used to determ ine effect of
mat thickness and volume fraction on properties
TN4 TN8 TNI 2 TK2 TK4 TK6
48.8 105.0 138.8 58.9 104.8 150.4
42.9 110.0 127.7 53.0 102.5 160.3
41.0 112.2 148.7 64.5 96.6 133.2
71.9 86.2 155.3 50.2 99.0 139.7
56.2 89.1 139.4 69.8 137.4 148.9
53.4 79.4 155.3 63.5 97.9 120.8
58.2 118.4 55.4 97.2 106.4
56.0 106.4 64.7 92.5 104.9
93.5 59.1 78.1 136.1
93.6 68.9 96.0 130.6
91.4 60.4 84.5
53.7 132.9
56.3
55.8
59.0
46.4
54.2
46.9
57.1
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Table 6.8 Stiffness of eacfi specimen (in kPa) used to determ ine effect of mat
thickness and volume fraction on properties
TN4 TN8 TNI 2 TK2 TK4 TK6
5329 8007 9946 6072 8189 12681
5444 8584 10025 5513 8172 11861
5746 8777 10115 5554 7494 11591
5389 7378 10561 5816 8268 11731
5033 7453 10701 6141 9120 11279
5222 7385 11246 5896 8169 10045
6004 9395 11497 4677 8006 10305
5853 9609 10863 4983 7845 8825
5802 9046 11745 5402 7741 10480
5718 7660 10813 5417 7994 9904
5278 7317 11690 5257 7600 10141
5015 7283 10971 4755 6731
4675 10830
4858 10885
4805 10413
4704
4662
5678
5135
4831
4849
4631
4875
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